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Abstract

In shared memory parallel computer systems, concurrent processes operate on

shared data structures. The consistency ofthe data structure is commonly

maintained using mutual exclusion, which is implemented by locking. Locking is

an easy way ofensuring the consistency ofthe shared data structures, but it has

several drawbacks. The major drawback is that it increases the latency ofall the

processes as the shared data structure is accessed in a serial manner. It can also

result in undesirable execution orderings (e.g. "convoying" where a number of
high priority processes are queued waiting for a low priority process that happens

to have the lock) and even in deadlock where the process currently accessing the

shared data structure may have to be pre-empted or terminated.

A different approach that avoids mutual exclusion implements lock-free data

structures using optimistic synchronization primitives such as Compare &

Swap (CAS) and Double Compare & Swap (DCAS). Rather than

preventing concuÌrency to ensure consistency, optimistic techniques allow the

concuffency to take place and then ensure consistent results afterwards. Using

such techniques, processes can concurrently read and w¡ite these data structures

and still maintain their consistency. This is a particularly efficient approach when

the probability of concurrent access is relatively low and is very attractive for

parallel programming where long delays due to locking are unacceptable. Lock-

free data structures reduce the latency of concurrent processes while avoiding

deadlocks and other negative, scheduling-related anomalies.

The use oflock-free techniques has generally been limited to relatively simple

data strucfures (e.g. lists and queues) that have limited interconnection between

nodes and where updates to the structures are highly localised. This has left out a

large number of data structures of importance to the computing community.

Perhaps foremost among these are the tree structures. Tree-based data structures

are heavily used in many areas of computer science and are found at the heart of

many different algorithms. Various types of balanced trees are of particular

importance due to the performance guarantees they can offer for such basic



operations as searching for a node in a tree, inserting a new node in a tree and

deleting old nodes fiom a tree. The chiefreason why lock-free implementations of
such structures have not been done is difficulty of designing such

implementations. Lists and queues can be relatively easily updated by, typically,

changing a single pointer within the structure. Making updates to balanced trees is

considerably more complex, typically requiring multiple operations to be

performed at different points in the tree (i.e. nonlocal updates).

This thesis presents a lock-free insertion algorithm for a type ofbalanced tree

known as red-black trees. The algorithm presented in this thesis adds ,'guard"

variables to each node in the red-black tree. These variables are carefully set and

cleared using CAS-type optimistic synchronization pdmitives to prevent

concurrently executing processes from interfering with one another. In essence,

each process guards the explicit region of the tree where it may make changes.

This approach also ensures that concur¡ent processes are prevented from

"passing" one another in the tree which could cause incorrect (i.e. unbalanced)

trees to result. A lock-free insertion algorithm is developed and arguments are

also made as to its correctness.
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1.1

1 lntroduction
This thesis addresses the development of a lock-free parallel insertion algorithm for a

type ofbalanced binary search tree (BST) known as red-black trees.

Tree-Based Data Structures
Trees are one of the most common data structures and are used in many areas

of computer science to represent hierarchical structures. For example, a binary

tree is often used to represent arithmetic expressions in a compiler or interpreter.

Trees also have many important applications in searching and indexing. Trees are

generally useful for solving a wide variety of algorithmic problems.

Balanced trees support efficient searching by ensuring that the length of any

root to leaf path is always sublinear. Perhaps the best-known kind of tree

satisfuing this condition is an AVL tree. AVL trees are binary search trees that are

kept very tightly balanced (the heights of the subtrees of a node differ by at most

1). They overcome the O(n) worst case performance of ordinary binary search

trees, and can be shown to have O(log n) performance for all significant

operations including searching for a node with a given key, inserting a new node,

and deleting a node. Red-black trees are another type of balanced BST. They

originate from R. Bayer's symmetric binary B-trees [1] and Henk J. Olivie's Half-

balanced binary search trees [4]. They are somewhat /ess balanced than AVL

trees, They are, however, still logarithmic in height.

Parallel Computing
A number of applications that scientists and engineers are currently

developing require computational capabilities that are beyond the scope ofcurrent

sequential computers. Examples ofsuch problems include:

¡ Long-term weather prediction,

¡ Protein folding,

o Ocean circulation models,

. Quantum chromo-dynamics, and
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¡ Models of human vision.

Existing sequential computers are too slow, and/or cannot meet the yO

requirements of such demanding applications. Computer designers cannot just

keep making individual processors faster (as has been done), since certain

physical limitations are now being reached beyond which it will not be possible to

drive signals through circuits any faster. In response to these challenges, parallel

machines that use multiple processors to allow more than one computation to be

done at once have been developed, Such machines are now becoming increasingly

prevalent (from dual processor desktop machines to common eight processor

"departmental servers", as well as large-scale parallel machines having many

more processors).

1.3 Synchron¡zat¡on in Parallel Programming
In shared memory parallel computer systems, data (stored in memory) are

shared between several processors and therefore access to it must be controlled in

some way. If synchronization is not provided and several processes try to access

and modiff a datum at the same time, the state of the datum can become

inconsistent. Synchronization is used to avoid such consistency problems. We

seek to ensure that concurrent operations occur in a valid order that preserves the

correctness of all concurrently executing processes. Synchronization is also

referred to as "concurrency control" and is commonly enforced either

pessimistically (lock-based) or optimistically (lock-free). Efficient

synchronization is important for achieving good performance in parallel

programming.

The most common use of lock-based synchronization is ensuring mutually

exclusive access to critical sections (regions of code that access shared data).

Mutual exclusion refers to permitting just one processor have access to a

particular memory location (or data item/structure) at a time. Locks provide a

means for implementing mutual exclusion and avoiding data racesl. A lock must

tData races occur rvhen unsynch¡onized th¡eads or parallel processes access shared variables and at least
one access is a write operation. Races result in non-deterministic results bâsed on which process "wins the
race" to access the shared data.

1l



be acquired before accessing shared data and released once access is complete.

Locks ensure that only one processor may access (and possibly modi$') a shared

data structure at any given time,

Locks correctly protect the critical sections of an application, but require the

execution of many lock acquire and release operations when locks are used to

guard frequently-accessed concurrent data structures such as queues, priority

queues, lists, trees, etc, The chief advantage ofusing locks is that they are simple

and easy to use. This is especially true for large and/or complex data structures

(e.g. trees) where a single lock may guard the entire structure. Another good thing

about locks is that they are well studied and understood. Unfortunately, the delay

of a process that is in a critical section (and hence holding a lock) due to a page

fault, multitasking pre-emption, etc. creates a bottleneck that can cause

performance problems. Such a process may indirectly block the execution ofother

processes leading to undesirable effects.

An altemative to mutual exclusion, the use of lock-free data structures, has

been proposed. Lock-ftee structures use no locks and consequently the time

normally spent on acquiring and releasing locks is avoided. Further, undesirable

scheduling effects (asjust described) do not occur. Lock-free techniques are based

on the use of non-blocking, lowlevel atomic synchronization primitives such as

compare & svrap (CAS) and load-linked & store - condit ional
(tLlSC). The primitive that has been most commonly used for developing lock-

free algorithms is CAS (and variants of it) although lock-free algorithms may also

be implemented with the load-linked &. store - cond it ionaf
instructions. Other advantages of using lock-free methods include freedom from

deadlock, congestion, and starvation. In general, lock-free concurrency control

provides less overhead, potentially greater concurrency, and the avoidance of

certain undesirable scheduling anomalies.

Although a number of lock-free algorithms for shared data structures have

been proposed, most of the work on efficient lock-free structures has focused on

linked lists and queues. In particular, there are no complete lock-free concuffent

algorithms for operations on balanced trees. This thesis explores the use of lock-

12



fiee concurrency control to support a concurrent implementation of insertion into

red-black trees. Specifically, it will present an algorithm for doing concurrent

insertions that ensures conectness through the use of Compare and Swap

(CAS) type primitives. The basic idea behind the algorithm is to add flag variables

to each node in the tree and use CAS. (CAS with n arguments) to guard regions of

the tree where updates may be made by atomically setting and resetting those

flags and modifuing pointers intemal to the data structure. By carefully using CAS

operations in this way all concurrent processes (traversing the tree and inserting

new nodes into it) will execute successfully without interfering with one another.

The algorithm presented is lock-free, so the undesirable properties associated with

the use of locks in parallel algorithms are avoided. The algorithm may, however,

require processes to wait for one anotherl. This is necessary so that one process

may not "pass" another along some path in the tree and consequently cause that

process to function inconectly. The likelihood of indefinite postponement in such

situations, however, is unlikely in all but the smallest trees.

1.4 Thesis Organization
The rest of this thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 reviews work related

to this thesis. Chapter 3 begins by describing serial operations on red-black trees

and then talks about the need to synchronize operations from multiple processes

concunently operating on a red-black tree. Chapter 4 discusses some possible

strategies for synchronizing operations on red-black trees without the use oflocks.

Chapter 5 presents the design of concurrent insertion and traversal algorithms and

includes pseudo-code and correctness arguments for them. Finally, Chapter 6

concludes the thesis and provides some directions for future research.

t3
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2

2.1

Related Work
This chapter reviews work related to that presented in this thesis. It begins by

discussing how synchronization is provided generally and then focuses on lock-

free techniques.

Synch ronization Primitives
Synchronization primitives are used to safely implement operations on

concurrently-accessed data structures. By convention, a concunent data

structure/object implementation is said to be lock-free if it guarantees that some

process will always complete its operation in a finite number of steps, and it is
said to be wait-free if it guarantees that each process will complete its operation in

a finite number of steps.

Synchronization primitives can be divided into two classes. As proved by

Herlihy [6], primitives in the first class cannot be used to design non-blocking or

wait-free implementation of such simple data structures such as trees, queues, and

lists. These include the commonly available read, write, test & set
(TAS), and fetch & op primitives. The second class can be used to develop

lock-free algorithms. These primitives include compare & Swap (CAS ) ,

Double Compare & Swap (DCAS), and the l_.,oad - 1., inked & SEore-

Conditional (LL,/SC) primitives. It is primitives in Herlihy's second

category that are ofinterest in this thesis.

CAS is a three-operand atomic instruction of the form:

CAS (PRIVCOPY, NEWVAL, SHVBLE)

where PRIVCOPY, NEWAL, and SHVBI.,E are single word variables. The

algorithm for CAS is shown in Figure 2-1. SHVBLE is a shared variable and

PRIVCOPY is a private copy of that variable made earlier by a process. NEI^IVAL

is a value that the process is attempting to put into SHVBLE. The process is

allowed to do so only if no other process has modified SHVBL,E since the private

copy (PRIVCoPY) of it was made. If SHVBL.,E has not changed since it was last

14



read, the new value (NEWVAL) is put into SHVBLE and TRUE is retumed,

otherwise CAS retums FALSE to indicate that it has failed.

CÀS ( PRIVCPY, NEWVAL, SHVBL )
Begin at.omic
if (SHVBL == PRIVCPY) {

SHVBT, = NEWAL;
return (TRUE) ; )

e 1se
return(FALSE);

End atomic
F igure 2-l-CaS synchronization primitive.

A generic DCAS operation, shown in Figure 2-2, is of the form:

DCAS(PRTVCPYl,NEWVALl,SHVB].., 1-, PRIVCPY2,NEI^TVAL2,SHVBL2)

DCAS atomically updates locations SHVBLI- and SHVBL2 to values NEVTVALL

and NEWVAL2 respectively ifand only ifsHVBLL still holds the value

PRIVCPYL and SHVBL2 still holds the value PRIVCPY2 when the operation is

invoked. In this case it retums TRUE to indicate success. Otherwise it retums a

FALSE value indicating that the operation failed.

DCAS (PR]VCPY]. , NEWVAL1 , SHVBIJ1 ,
PRTVCPY2 , NEWVAL2 , SHVBL2 )

Begín atomic
if ( (SHVBI-,L==PRIVCOPYI ) &&

(SHVBL2 == PRTVCOPY2) ) {
SHVBL1 = NEVÍVAL].;
SHVBL2 = NEWVAI.,,2 ;
reLurn (TRUE) ; )

else
return (FALSE) ;

End atomic
Figure 2-2-DCAS synchronization primitive,

Due to the complexity of concurrent insertion in trees, the CAS and DCAS

primitives alone are insufficient to implement lock-free insertions. Thus, a family

of CAS-like primitives is assumed (i.e. new primitives CAS3, CAS4 , etc. that

are like CAS and DCAS but which operate on sets of three, four, etc. operands).

Such a generic version of cAS (cASn) would then be of the following form:

CASn (PRIVCPY]- , NEWVALl , SHVBL1 .

15



PRIVCPY2 , NEWVAIJ2 . SHVBL2,

PRTVCpY^, NEWVALJ^, SHVBL") ;

Code for CASn is shown in Figure 2-3. CASn is an n-ìvord version of CAS

that operates on n adjacent words in memory simultaneously. CASn atomically

updates locations SHVBLL, SHVBL2, ... SHVBLn to the values NEWVALI,

NEWVAL2, . . . NEWVAITn (respectively) if SHVBI-,L holds the value pRIVCpyl,

SHVBL2 holds PRIVCPY2, etc. up to and including SHVBLn, which must hold

PRIVCPYn when the operation is invoked. If the updates are successful, CASn

retums TRUE. Otherwise it retums FALSE to indicate that the operation failed.

CÀSn ( PRIVCPY1 , NEWVALl , SHVBLJl_ ,
PRÏVCPY2. NEI4IVA].J2, SHVBL2 ,

PRIVCPYn, NEWVALn. SHVBLn)
Begin atomic
if ( (SHVBL1==PRIVCPYI) &6.

( SHVBLZ==PRTVCPY2 ) 6.6.

( SHVBLn= = PRIyCPY' ) ){
SHVBLI-=NEWAI-¡1-;
SHVBI:2=NEWVAL2;

s¡rwr,n=Ñuwver.,n;
return (TRUE) ; )else

ret.urn (FALSE) ;
End atomic

Figure 2-3-Generic CASn synchronization primitive.

2.2 The ABA Problem

The ABA problem occurs when using CAS. It is possible that SHVBL will be

the same as PRMPY (refer to Figure 2-1) even though SHVBL has been

modified one or more times since the process made a copy of it. In such a

situation, a CAS operation performed by the process will succeed even though the

value of SHVBL has changed. This may be a problem when used in certain

situations.

There are several ways to avoid this problem. One commonly used approach

makes use of the double-word version of the compare & Swap operation,

t6



DCAS (shown in Figure 2-2) where SHVBLT contains the value of the variable in

question and SHVBL.,2 contains a version number. Whenever the variable is

modified, the corresponding version number is incremented by one. If a process

wants to update a variable, it must check the version number to determine that it

has not been incremented. If the version number has been incremented, then some

other process has updated the value of the variable (possibly to the same value)

and the DCAS operation fails.

Figure 2-4 shows how the DCAS primitive can be used to avoid the ABA

problem. In the figure, a process that wants to update node to contain a new data

value (newVal) calls the function Node_update. The node has two fields: the

data and a version number. The local variables data and counter are used to

preserve copies of the contents of node. When wode_Updat.e executes the

DCAS operation, it checks to see that the copies ofthe data and counter fields are

still the same as the fields in node. If this is true, then no other process has

changed node and the DCAS operation will update node and retum TRUE.

Otherwise, if either field of node (data or count) has been changed by

another process, the DCAS operation fails and returns FALSE. Since the DCAS

always increments the version number, the ABA problem is avoided. When an

update fails, the caller of mode_Update must decide what action to take and

must eventually call mode_update again to retry the update with a new value.

Node_Update (node. newVal )

boolean rì
dat.atype data;
int counter;

data = node-+data;
counter = node-+counter;
r=DCAS (data, newVal , node-+dat.a ,

counter, counter+l_, node-)counter),.
return r;

Figure 2-4-Avoiding the ABA problem using DCÀS,

T7



2.3 Existing Work on Lock-Free Structures
Previous work has explored lock-f¡ee and non-blocking implementations of

several data structures. According to Herlihy, a "concurrent object2

implementation" is said to be lock-ftee if some process must complete an

operation after the system as a whole takes a finite number of steps, and it is said

to be wait-free if each process must complete an operation after a finite number of

steps. Non-blocking algorithms for concurrent data structures guarantee that a

data structure is always accessible, and hence these algorithms are robust and fast.

The term "lock-free" is commonly used interchangeably with "non-blocking".

Most of the previous work on lock-free structures has focused on linked list

and queue structures. The main operations performed on linked lists and queues

are inserting and deleting elements and searching for specific data items. Some of
the algorithms proposed allow more than one process to concurrently modiry the

data structure while others allow only one process to modi$ the data structure at a

time, in which case concunency is limited to reading structure elements. The

following is a brief description of some of the important lock-free algorithm

designs for lists and queues.

2.3.1 Herlihy's Design
Herlihy [7] proposed a completely general methodology for transforming

sequential code for any data structure into a concurrent non-blocking or wait-free

implementation by using novel synchronization and memory management

algorithms. These algorithms apply atomic Read, Write, Load- Linked, and

Store - Condit ional operations to a shared memory. In his transformation,

the basic technique for performing operations on the data structure in question is

by changing a pointer within the structure. The process first uses the Load-

Linked instruction to obtain a copy of the relevant pointer before it tries to

perform an operation. The process then creates a private copy ofthe data structure

(or part thereof) referenced by the pointer that it may manipulate freely. Finally

the process uses the Store - Condi t ionaf instruction to veriry that the

2ln this context an "object" is meant to be any shared data structure. It is nof infended to imply any special
significance with respect to object-oriented programming.
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original pointer to the data structure has not been changed when it wants to

replace the old pointer with the pointer to the updated private copy. Ifthe pointer

has changed, the replacement fails and the process starts the entire operation

again. In general, the process often needs to copy the entire data structure so this

method can be very expensive. In addition, only one process can modi$ the data

structure at a given time. Therefore, concurrent updates are not allowed in this

method. It would be desirable to create more specific techniques that address

these limitations and this has been done for certain simple data structures.

2.3.2 Prakash's Design
Prakash [7] proposed a method of designing non-blocking algorithms for any

concurrent data structure using queues as an example. In his design, the

Compare & Swap synchronization primitive is used to maintain the consistency

ofthe data structure. Many processes are allowed to concurrently access the data

structure, but modifications to the data structure are made in a serial fashion.

Thus, only one modification operation (by a single process) may be done on the

data structure at a time. Further, because Prakash's technique makes the entire

state information necessary to complete any operation globally available, when a

slow process blocks a fast process, the fast process can help the slow one to finish

its operation (using the global state information) so it can then proceed with its

own operation.

Compared with Herlihy's method, the design Prakash presented is an

improvement since it has much lower memory requirements. In Herlihy's method,

the amount of memory required to ensure that a process can always make its

needed copies is very large when there are many concurrent processes. Unlike

Herlihy's method, with Prakash's design, the required changes are not made to the

copies of the data structure but to the data structure itself, thus Prakash,s method

avoids the extra memory requirement. But to make n processes concurrent, the

algorithms have a system latency of O(n). Moreover, in this paper, the author does

not take into account the ABA problem (discussed in Section 2.2).
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2.3.3 Valois'Design
Valois [11] used the single-word cAS (compare & swap) synchronization

primitive to implement operations on a linked list. In his desigr, access to the list

was accomplished via a "cursor". At any given time, the cursor was said to be

visiting a ceratin itern/node in the list. Every node in the linked list had an extra

node, called the auxiliary node. The auxiliary nodes were added to the data

structure to overcome problems associated with concurrent insertion and deletion

operations. An auxiliary node is one that contains only a next field. The

structure of an empty linked list included two dummy nodes as the fìrst and last

nodes separated by an auxiliary node. A cursor was implemented as a data

structure containing three pointers: the first pointer.was target which pointed

to the list node at the position the cursor was visiting. The second pointer was

pre-aux which pointed to the auxiliary node immediately preceding the

t.arget, and the third pointer was pre-node which pointed to the last visited

normal node. The pre-node pointer was used only by the routine

Valois_def ete (described below). The structure of a linked list (and an

example cursor) is shown in Figure 2-5.

mrgef

tr'igure 2-S-Structure of Valois Iinked list.

In Valois' algorithm for concurrently inserting new nodes, c is a cursor so

c. target points to the node at the position the cursor is visiting and

c . pre_aux points to the auxi l iary node immediately preceding

c. Larget. A new node inserted into the list includes the node as well as a new

auxiliary node (the new auxiliary node follows the new node in the list) and

insertion can only occur between an existing auxiliary node and a normal node in

the list. A process implements the insertion operation using the CAS instruction.

The CAS operation first checks if c . pre_aux still points to c. target.. If the

pre nod€
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pointer has not changed, then c . pre_aux is set to point to the new node (whose

new auxiliary node already points to c. carget) and IRUE is retumed to the

process. If the pointers have changed, a FALSE flag is retumed to indicate that the

cursor has become invalid (because the structure ofthe list has changed since the

pointers in the cursor were last read). The process must then restart the operation

f¡om the beginning.

Valois_deIet,e (c : cursor) ret.urns boolean
d = c-+target;
n = c-+Largef -)next ;
r = cAS (c->pre_aux->next, n, d) ;
if (!r)

return (FALSE);
d-+back_1 ink=c-)pre_node ;
p = c-+pre-node;
while (p-+back_link l= NULI-., ) t

q = saferead(p-+back_link) ;
release (p) ;
P=S; )

s = saferead (p-+next ) ;
while (n-->next is not a normal node) {

q = saferead (n-+next ) ;
release (n) ;
n=A; )

repeat
r = CAS (p-+next, s, n)
if ( lr) {

release (s) ;
s = saferea¿ (p-+next ) ; ]

until (r or (p-+back_f ink ! = NUI-.,L ) or
(n-)next is not a normaL cell)) ;

release (p) ;
release (s ) ;
release (n) ;
return (TRUE) ;

Figure 2-G-Valois' deletion algorithm.

In Valois' algorithm [11] for concunently deleting a node from the linked list

(shown in Figure 2-6), a cursor c is passed as a parameter. If the target node in

the cursor struchrre is deleted successfully, a TRUE flag will be retumed to the

process. If the list structure has changed since the pointers were last read, a

FAL,SE flag will be retumed to the process to indicate that the operation has

failed. The process then has to re-read the pointers in the cursor and retry the
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deletion operation. The SAFEREAD operation (used in Figure 2-6) is called to

atomically read a pointer and increment the reference count in the itern/node

being pointed at.

Successive deletion operations may lead to a chain of adjacent auxiliary

nodes. To remove the extra auxiliary nodes, each normal node of the linked list is

provided with another link called back_l ink (shown in Figure 2-6). This

back-link field is initially set to NULL. When a node is deleted from the list,

back_Iink is set to point at pre_node. Using these back_links, the list

can be traversed back to a non-auxiliary node that has not been deleted as

illustrated in Figure 2-7 . The entire chain of auxiliary nodes can then be removed

from the list and replaced with a single auxiliary node. This has the effect of
decreasing the overall length ofthe linked list and thereby speeding up traversals.

normal node

Figure 2-7-Deleting extra auxiliary nodes.

The main advantage of Valois' design is that it allows processes to

concurrently traverse the linked list and insert or delete nodes. The other

advantage is that it can also easily avoid the ABA problem by simply maintaining

a count field (representing a version number) in each of the nodes. The major

disadvantage of the design is the additional overhead (in both time and space) that

arises because each node has an auxiliary node associated with it. The time

overhead is due to the increase in latency ofprocesses performing their operations

because of the need to traverse the auxiliary nodes and the space overhead is

because each node has an auxiliary node associated with it.

2.3.4 Greenwald and Cheriton's Design
In Greenwald and Cheriton's design [1], the DCAS synchronization primitive

is used to implement concurrent operations on a linked list or other simple data
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structures. A version number on the entire data structure is used to solve the ABA

problem. Incrementing the version number means that a process has performed an

operation on the structure (e.g. the linked list has been changed). Using this

approach, Greenwald and Cheriton implemented a multiprocessor operating

system kemel and run-time library providing high performance, reliability and

modularity using DCAS, thereby showing the effectiveness of even a very simple

lock-free design technique for OS implementation.

In their scheme, during the deletion of a node, a process searches down a

linked list from the head node to the tail node to find the desired element (or

detect the end of the list). If the node is found, the process makes sure that the

version number has not changed since it was last read, and that the node has not

been deleted. Then the node is deleted from the list and the version number of the

entire list is incremented using DCAS. Ifthe node is not found, the process checks

if the version number has changed. If the version number has changed, the

process tries the deletion operation again (since the node to be deleted may have

just been inserted by another concurrent process); otherwise, it retums NULIJ to

indicate that some other process has already deleted the node.

During the insertion of a node, a process traverses the linked list from the

head node until it finds the node after which the new node is to be inserted. It also

checks the version number to verifu that the linked list has not been modified

since the process last read flom the list. If the version number has not changed

then the insertion operation is done (and the version number incremented) using

DCAS ; otherwise, a FALSE value is retumed to the calling process indicating

that the linked list has changed and the process must restart the insertion operation

from the beginning.

The main advantage of Greenwald and Cheriton's design is simplicity (and

that it avoids the ABA problem by using version numbers). The major

disadvantage of this method is that concurrency is limited to just reading, not

writing/updating because each time the version number is incremented, other

concurrent processes have to re-read their pointers, even though they may have

been accessing completely different parts of the list.
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2.3.5 Farook's Design
Compared with Greenwald and Cheriton's and Valois' algorithms, Farook's

design [13] for concurrent linked lists provides improved performance. The

essence of his algorithm is to adopt count fields and redundant pointers to

overcome the problems that could occur during concurrent updates to the same

region ofthe list.

The structure ofthe linked list in Farook's design includes two dummy nodes,

head and tai1. The head node points to the first node in the linked list while

the tail node points to the last node in the linked list. Each node ofthe linked list

consists of four fields: a data field, two pointer fields, and a counter field. One of

the pointers is used to maintain an updated linked list so that the pointers do not

point to any node that may have been deleted fiom the linked list or to ones that

have been marked for deletion. The other pointer is used to allow concurrent

processes to traverse the linked list even though some ofthe nodes in the list may

have been marked for deletion. Each process that is manipulating a particular

node (target) maintains three pointers, prev, target, and. next.
Prev points to the node preceding the Èarget node and next points to the

node immediately following the target node.

In the algorithm for concurrently deleting nodes from the linked list, the DCAS

synchronization primitive is used. Deletion is accomplished using three routines:

cuRSoR, TRY-DELETE and DELETE (which calls CURSOR followed by

TRY_DELETE). The DELETE algorithm locates the required target node that has

to be deleted (by using CURSOR) and, on finding it, calls TRY_DELETE.

When the DELETE function calls the CURSOR function to determine if the

required key exists in the list, there are three possible results: CURSOR-AGAIN,

FALSE, and TRUE. A retum of FALSE indicates that the required key was not

found in the list. A retum ofTRUE indicates that the key exists and TRv-DELETE

should be invoked to delete the node. A retum of CURSoR-AGATN indicates that

the list was disturbed by another process during the traversal and forces the restart

ofthe deletion process searching ftom the beginning ofthe Iist.
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The TRY_DELETE routine tries to delete the target node. It uses DCAS to

check if the pointers prev and target have changed. If the pointers have not

changed, the pointer ("next node") field ofprev is set to point to next, and the

pointer field of the target node is set to NULL, indicating that the node has

been deleted. TRUE is retumed and the deletion is complete. Ifany of the pointers

has changed, the DCAS operation retums FALSE and there are then th¡ee cases

to consider. Ifthe next node has changed, the process reads the new next node

to make the pointer field of the target node point to the new next node and

retums a status flag of "DELETE-AGAIN" to the DELETE routine indicating that

the three pointers prev, targe!, and next. have been updated and the

TRY_DELETE function has to be invoked again to delete the node. If the prev

pointer has changed, a FALSE value is returned by DCAS. A "CURSoR-AGAIN"

status is then retumed to the DEL.,ETE function, which restarts the entire operation

from the beginning. If the target node itself has changed, a flag of "ralsn" is

retumed.

The algorithm for concurrently inserting nodes in the linked list also consists

of multiple parts, namely: TRY- INSERT and Ittsrel. The INSERT function

first searches for the node (target) before which the new node has to be

inserted. A FAL.,SE value is returned if the desired node is not found. Otherwise, a

TRUE flag is returned along with three-pointers (prev, target, and next) and

the INSERT function invokes TRY-INSERT to insert the new node before the

target node. The TNSERT function uses the CAS operation to check if the

prev pointer still points to targeE. If it does, then prev's pointer field is set to

point to the new node (which already points at target). If prev has changed,

the process updates its prev pointer to point atthe target nodeandaRETRY

flag is retumed to the TNSERT algorithm, which calls TRY- TNSERT again.

Farook's technique achieves better performance than both Valois' and

Greenwald and Cheriton's algorithms. The reasons for this performance gain are

that the traversal time is reduced since only n nodes are required in a linked list to

represent n nodes and because Farook's algorithms allow concurrent read and

write operations by processes. Another advantage of Farook's technique is that it
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requires less time to delete nodes and maintain consistency of the linked list than

does Valois' algorithm (because Valois' algorithm requires at least 2n nodes in a

linked list to represent n nodes while Farook's algorithm only requires n+2

nodes).



3 Problem Description

3.1 Red-Black Tree Definition
A red-black tree is a form ofbinary search tree in which each node is assigned

a colour: either red or black. We call a binary search tree a red-black tree if it

satisfies the following five properties:

Pl. Every node is coloured either red or black;

P2, Every leafis a NII-, node and is coloured black;

P3. Ifa node is red, then both its children are black;

P4. Every simple path from a node to any of its descendant leaves contains the

same number ofblack nodes.

P5. The root is black.

The number ofblack nodes on a path from a node to a leafis known as the black-

height ofthe node, and the number of black nodes on a path from the root to a leaf

is called the black-height ofthe tree. The properties listed above guarantee that

any path from the root to a leaf is no more than twice as long as any other and,

thus, that the tree is approximately balanced.

3.2 Operations on Red-Black Trees
The operations on red-black trees include traversal, insertion and deletion. All

operations on the tree must maintain the four red-black properties by using special

rotation operations. Before introducing these operations, the structure of each

node in a red-black tree is described.

3.2.1 Red-Black Tree Node Structure
Each node of a red-black tree contains the fields: cofour, key, left,

right, and P (the parent pointer). The cofour field requires just one bit. If this

bit is on, we say that the node is red. If it is ofl we say the node is black. Ifa child

or the parent of a node does not exist, the corresponding pointer field ofthe node

is defined to have the value NIL. These non-existent child nodes are the extemal

nodes (normally, the leaves) ofthe binary search tree. Other normal (key-bearing)
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nodes are the intemal nodes of the tree. In implementations of the red-black tree

algorithms, a sentinel is commonly used to represent NIL [ 5 ] . This sentinel

simplifies certain boundary conditions in the code. In a red-black tree, the sentinel

nil [T] has the same fields as an ordinary node in the tree, its colour field is

black, and its other fields (1, Ieft, right, and key) can be set to arbitrary

values (though the pointer fields normally point to itself). In the red-black tree, all

NII-, pointers are replaced by pointers to the sentinel node: nil [T] . To save

space, a single sentinel nil [T] is normally used to represent all the NrL.

Note that in the following diagrams, the black sentinel nodes have been

omitted to minimize the size and complexity of the diagrams.

3.2.2 Rotations
Insertions and deletions on ¡ed-black trees may destroy the red-black

properties. To restore the properties, the colours of some of the nodes in the tree

may need to be changed and also the pointer structure may need to change. A

rotation is used to change the pointer structure when a structure change is

required.

I,EFT-ROTATE (T, X)

Y = x+right ;
x+right = y-+Ief t.;
if (y-+]ef t l= NIL,)

y+lef t-+Parent = x;
íf (y != NIL)

y-)parent = x-)parent;
if (x-+parent == NII., )

T_)root = y;
else if (x == x-+parenL-+l-ef t )

x-+Parent-+1ef t = Yt
else

x-+ParenL-+r ight = Y;
Y-+lef t' = x;
if (x l= NrL)

x-+Parent = Y;
Figure 3-l-Left rotation.

A rotation is a local operation in a search tree that preserves the search tree

order of the nodes. There are two possible rotations: left rotation and right
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rotation, for which pseudo code is shown in Figure 3-1 and Figure 3-2,

respectively. When a left rotation on a node x is performed, we necessarily

assume that its right child y is non-NII-,, and similarly, when a right rotation is

done on a node, we assume that its left child is non-Nrl.

There are four cases (described below) where rotations are necessary when

doing insertions on red-black trees. In all cases, illustrated in the figures below,

the colour of the cunent node (which resides under a red node) has been set to red

thereby violating properry P3 and a rotation is required to restore Property P3.

RIGHT-ROTATE (T, x)
Y = x-+f ef t;
x_+Ief t = y_+right ;
if (y-+right. != NIL)

y-+right-+parent = x,'
if (y l= NIL)

y-àparent = x-)parenf ;

if (x-+paren¡ == NIL)
T_+root = y;

else if (x == x-+parent-+l-ef t )

x-+Parent-+1ef t = Yt
efse

x-+Parent-)right = Y;
Y-+right. = x;
if (x l= NIL)

x-+Parent = Y t

Figure 3-2-Right rotation.

In the first case (shown in Figure 3-3), a red node is the right child of another

red node, which is the right child of another node. If the uncle is black, this

requires a left rotation.
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Figure 3-3-Rotation rvhen the links pointing to red nodes are both to the right,

In the second case (Figure 3-4) the links pointing to the ¡ed nodes are first a

right link, then beneath that a left link. To restore property P3, if the uncle is

Figure 3-4-Rotation when the links pointing to red nodes are right then left.

In the third case (Figure 3-5), one red node is a left child ofthe other, which is

itselfa left child of some other node. If the uncle is black, this situation requires a

right rotation. This case is symmetric with the first case.
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Figure 3-S-Rotation rvhen the links pointing to red nodes is both to the left'

In the fourth and final case ( Figure 3-6), the links pointing to the red nodes

are first a left link, then beneath that a right link. To restore property P3, if the

uncle is black, we must first perform a leÍÌ rotation, and then perform a right

rotation (i.e. another double rotation). This case is symmetric with the second

case.

Figure 3-6-Rotation when the links pointing to red nodes are left then right.

3.2.3 Tree Traversal
A traversal ofa red-black tree (see Figure 3-7) begins at the root of the tree. If

the current node is wr],, a STATUS_KEY_NOT_FouND flag is returned to

indicate that a node containing the desired key value is not in the tree. Otherwise,

the given key is compared with the current node's key. Ifthe given key equals the

,f;ïri àIt
DBCA
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current node's key, a STATUS_FoUND flag is retumed to indicate that the node

containing the given key has been found. If the given key is less than the current

node's key, the current node is set to the current node's left child and the process

repeats. If the given key is greater than the cunent node's key, the cunent node is

set to the current node's right child and the process repeats.

TraverEe (T, key) ;

current = root [T] ;
while (current. l= NII-.,) {

íf (current-)keY == ¡sY¡
reLurn STATUS_FOUND;

else if (current-)key < key)

ar"aurara.t 
= current-)lef t ;

currenL = current-)right;
)return STATUS-KEY-NOT_FOUND ;

Figure 3-7-Red-black tree traversal.

3.2.4 lnsertions
As with ordinary search trees, every insertion takes place at a leaf. The first

step is to find the position in the tree where the new key will be inserted and then

add a newly created node with the new key at that point. The search for the

insertion point starts at the root of the tree. For each node visited, the new key is

compared with the current node's key and if the new key is less than the current

node's key, the current node is set to be the current node's left child. If the new

key is greater than the current node's key, the current node is set to be the current

node's right child (i.e. the traversal follows the tree branches left and right as

required.). If the current node is NIL, a leaf has been reached and a node

containing the new key is inserted at that position.

After its insertion, the new node, x. is coloured red. To guarantee that the

red-black tree properties are preserved, it may be necessary to "fix up" the

resulting tree by re-colouring some of the nodes and then possibly performing one

of the rotations described previously. This processing is accomplished by the

routine InsertFixup (refer to Figure 3-9). The overall insertion process,

including any necessary call to InsertFixup, is shown in Figure 3-8.
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lVhen a new red node is inserted into a red-black tree, the only rule that might

be immediately violated is property P3 ("If a node is red, both its children are

black"). This violation will occur only if the new node's parent is also red.

Because the new node replaces a (black) NrL, node, and it is red with mll
children, properties Pl, P2, and P4 continue to hold. The while loop in the

InsertFixup algorithm (Figure 3-9) has thejob of moving the one violation of

property P3 up the tree without violating property P4 ("Every simple path fiom a

node to any descendant leafcontains the same number ofblack nodes"). There are

three main cases to consider (there are six, but three are symmetric to the others,

depending on whether the new node is a left child or a right child of its parent).

The three base cases are described below:

RB - Insert (T,x)
currenL = root;
parent = NIL;
while (current != NrL) {

if (current-+key == ¡sy¡
reLurn STATUS_DUPLICATE_KEY ;

parenL = current;
if (currenÈ-+key < key)

current = current.-+l-ef t;
else

current = current-+right;
)
x-+parent = parent;
x-+lef t = NIL;
x-+right = NIL;
x-)colour = RED;
x-+key = key;
if (parent l= NIL., )

if (parent-+key == key)
parent.-+f ef t = x;

else
parent-+right. = x;

else
rooL = x;

InsertFixup(x);
return STATUS_OK;

Figure 3-8-Algorithm RB-Insert: red-black tree insertion.
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Case I Ifthe new node's parent and uncle are both red, then the colour ofthe

parent and the uncle are changed to black, and the colour ofthe

grandparent is set to red, thereby maintaining property P4. The only

problem that might arise is that the grandparent might have a red

parent (i.e. two red nodes in a row which again violates property P3).

Thus the while loop repeats with the grandparent ofthe node.

Case 2 Ifthe new node's parent is red and its uncle is black and it is a right

child of its parent and its parent is a left child, then a left rotation about

the parent (which preserves property P4) is performed, and then

everything proceeds as in Case 3.

Case 3 Ifthe new node's parent is red and its uncle is black and assuming the

new node is a leíì child of its parent and its parent is a left child, then

the colour of its parent is changed to black, the colour of its

grandparent is changed to red, and the tree is rotated right about the

node's parent which also preserves property P4. Because property P3

is satisfied, there are no longer two red nodes in a row, so the while

loop can then terminate.

InsertFixup (T, x)
x-+colour = RED; t1]
while (x+parent-+colour == RED) ) { l2l

if (x-+parent. == x-+parent-)parent-+1ef t ) { f3I
y = x->parent+parent+right; t4I
if (y-+colour == RED) { tSl

x-+parent.-+cof our = BLACK; fOI

y-+colour = BLACK; l7l
x-)parent-)parent-)colour = RED; f8l
x = x-+parent-)parent; tgl

) else í f (x == x-+parent-+right ) { t10l
x = x-+parent; t11l
I.,EFT-ROTATE (T, x) ; l12l
x-)parent-+coL our = BL.,ACK; t13l
x-+parent-)parent-)colour = RED; a14l
RIGHT-ROTATE (T, x-+parent-)parent ) ; F5l) nol

)else {/* same as Lhen cfause at line l3l */ Í'l7l
/* with "right" and "IefL" exchanged */ [18]
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l-)
I / / end while at line [2]
T-+root-+colour = BLACK;

Figure 3-9-Algorithm InsertFixup: rebalance tree after insertion.
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The algorithm also guarantees that the root of the tree is black. In all three

cases, the new node's grandparent is black, since its parent is red, and property P3

can only be violated between the new node and its parent.

To clariff the insertion algorithm, we now consider two example red-black

tree insertions. For the first (simple) example, the original red-black tree is shown

in Figure 3-10 (the digit in each node in the tree represents the key of the node).

In the example, a new node whose key is 1 will be inserted.

Figure 3-10-Initial red-black tree (insertion example 1).

The new red node, x, (containing the key 1) is inserted as the left child ofthe

leafnode 2. Because node 2 is red and its parent and uncle are red, this situation is

case I (described previously).3

The state of the tree after adding the new red node (containing the key 1) is

shown in Figure 3-1 1. The steps necessary to ensure that the red-black properties

hold after the insertion ofthe new node are now presented.

3 Only the case where x is the left child of its parent is discussed. The case for a right child is symmetric.
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Figure 3-1l-,State after adding node x (insertion example l).

Step 1: Because the parent and uncle ofx are red, its parent and uncle are re-

coloured black and its grandparent is re-coloured red, and x is set to point to its

grandparent (node 3 in the example). After these re-colourings, the tree is as

shown in Figure 3-12.

Figure 3-12-The tree after initial re-colouring (insertion example 1).

Step 2: Because x, its parent and uncle are red, the re-colourings must be

repeated with x's grandparent again becoming the new x as shown in Figure

3- 13. This repetition is implemented using the while loop in Figure 3-9.
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Figure 3-13-The tree after second re-colouring (insertion example 1).

Step 3: x now points to the root so the while loop terminates and the root is

coloured black. The resulting tree is shown in Figure 3-14. Note that all the red-

black properties once again hold (in particular, the number of black nodes along

any path from the root to a leaf is the same).

Figure 3-14-The tree after all re-colourings (insertion example l).

In the second (more complicated) red-black tree insertion example, a new

node (whose key is 5) is inserted into the tree shown in Figure 3-15.
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Figure 3-1S-Initial red-black tree (insertion example 2),

The new red node, x, is inserted as the left child ofnode 6. Because both

node 6 and x are red and so is the uncle 8, we again have Case 1. The state of the

tree after the new node (with key 5) is added is shown in Figure 3-16.

Figure 3-16-,State after adding node x (insertion example 2).

Step 1: Because the parent and uncle ofx are red, its parent and uncle are re-

coloured black and its grandparent is re-coloured red, and x is set to point to its

grandparent (node 7 in the example). The resulting tree is shown in Figure 3-17.
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Figure 3-15-Initial red-black tree (insertion example 2),

The new red node, x, is inserted as the left child of node 6. Because both

node 6 and x are red and so is the uncle 8, we again have Case 1. The state of the

tree after the new node (with key 5) is added is shown in Figure 3- 16.

Figure 3-16-,State after adding node x (insertion example 2).

Step I : Because the parent and uncle of x are ted, its parent and uncle are re-

coloured black and its grandparent is re-coloured red, and x is set to point to its

grandparent (node 7 in the example). The resulting tree is shown in Figure 3-17.
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Because the uncle (node 10) ofx is black and because x is the right child of its
parent, this is Case 2 in algorithm InsertFixup (Figure 3-9).

Figure 3-17-The tree after re-colouring (insertion example 2),

Step 2: A left rotation must be done on the parent of x, which ¡esults in the

tree shown in Figure 3-18. This is Case 3 in algorithm InsertFixup (Figure 3-9).

plpIx]ì

Figure 3-18-The tree after the left rotate (insertion example 2),
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Step 3: The parent ofx is coloured black, its grandparent is coloured red, and

a right rotation must be done on the grandparent of x. Since the parent of x is

black, the while loop now terminates. Finally, the root is coloured black and the

resulting red-black tree is shown in Figure 3-19.

Figure 3-19-The tree after the right rotate, etc. (insertion example 2).

3.2.5 Deletions
Red-black deletion begins with an ordinary deretion using the ,.lefty-method', 

as

is done in any ordered search tree. using the lefty-method, if the node to be dereted
has two children, then the node that will replace the deleted node will be the left-
most node in the right subtree of the node to be deleted. Of course, the
consequences of such a deretion on the red-brack properties also has to be
considered. If the node deleted is black, after the node is deleted, the number of
black nodes on the path that previousry included the deleted node will have

decreased by one; hence, any ancestor node ofx violates property 4. To restore the
red-black tree propefies, the tree must be rebalanced somehow. In the serial
algorithm described by Cormen, Leiserson and Rivest [5], the function Re_
DELETE-FIxUp (T, x) is usedto re-colour the tree after the deletion of a black
node. The algorithm considers four cases and operates in a fashion similar to
insertions. In each case, a process operates in a rocal area of the tree on those nodes

that need to be re-coloured and/or rotated. once colour-updates and/or rotations are

done in that area ofthe tree, the process moves up the tree until a the necessary re-
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colouring is done or the root of the hee is reached. Since the focus of this thesis is

on concunent insertions into red-black trees, the deletion ofnodes in red-black hee

will not be discussed further.

3.3 Potential Problems with Concurrent lnsertions
This thesis is concemed with supporting lock-free concutent insertions into

red-black trees. Therefore the thesis now focuses on identifiing the problems that

may occur when concurrent insertions are attempted in red-black trees. These

problems will be used to determine the characteristics of a suitable lock-free

insertion algorithm. For simplicity, only two concurrent processes are considered.

3.3.1 Gase Recognition
There are a number of specific cases that can be identified that must be dealt

with to allow concurrent insertions. Also, there are certain constraints on what is

possible which help to identi$ the specific cases. These constraints are now

considered and an attempt is made to identi$., the key cases that must be handled.

3.3.1,I Shape Constraints on the Subtree in Each Case

There are constraints on the shape of the part of a red-black tree (i.e. the

subtree, the neighbourhood includes x, p[x], p[p[x]l and uncle) that may be

involved in some ofthe th¡ee insertion cases (as described in Section 3.2.4).

Case l: There are no constraints on subtree shape when the insertion algorithm is

executing code to handle Case 1 (i.e. moving up the tree after an

insertion).

Case 2: According to Lines 3 and 10 in the serial algorithm (Figure 3-9), the

shape of the subtree in Case 2 (i.e. the first of two rotations) must be a

"zigzag" as illustrated in Figure 3-20.

Case 3: According to Lines 3 and 13 in the serial algorithm, the shape of the

subtree in Case 3 (i.e. the last rotation) must be ,,straight" as illustrated

in Figure 3-21.
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plxl

Figure 3-20-Th e,,zigzag', shape required for Case2.

3.3.1.2 Color Constraints on the Subtree in Each Case

The¡e are also constraints on the possible corours of the nodes in a subtree that
may be involved in each of the three insertion cases.

Case 1: Due to Lines 1, 2 and 5 in the serial algorithm, the node x must be red,

its parent must be red and its uncle must also be red.

case 2 and case 3: Due to Lines r,2 and 10 in the serial algorithm, the node x

must be red, its parent must be red and its uncle must be black.
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shape required for Case3.

3.3.1.3 Access Constraints in Each Case

Finally' there are also conshaints on the nodes in a subtree that may be

accessed during each of the three insertion cases based on the processing that they
will perform. These constraints, as will be seen later, will be the most important
ones conside¡ed in the concurrent insertion algorithm presented in this thesis.

ll

Figure 3-21-The,,straight',
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Case l: According to the serial algorithm, a process in Case I may access the

tree nodes: {x, p [x] , p [p txj ] , sibling tp txl l4].
Case 2: According to the serial algorithm, a process in Case 2 (which performs

the first single rotation), operates on the tree nodes: {x, p lxi ,

p tp txl I , left [xJ ] for left-rotation operations and on the nodes:

{x, p txl , p tp [x] i , right [x] ] for right-rotation operations.

Case 3: According to the serial algorithm, a process in Case 3 operates on the

nodes: {p [x] , ptptxl l, ptplptxl I l, tefr tp txl l] for
left-rotation operations and on the nodes: {p lxl , p tp txl L
p tp tp [x] J J , righr tp txl I ] for right-rotation operarions.

3.3.2 Case Analysis
Being aware of the constraints on the various operations, it is now possible to

consider the individual cases that may arise when two processes attempt
concurrent insertions into a red-black tree.

In the following discussion, it is assumed that a second process, p2, is beneath

a first process' pt, in the tree. This assumption is made without loss of generaliry

since, of course, the case where p1 is beneath p2 is symmetric. In the following
description, the phrase "a process is at a node" simpry means that ,,a process, x
variable is pointing to that node".

The diagrams presented below can be referred to later to confirm the

correctness ofthe presented concurrent red-black tree insertion algorithm. Note
that the diagrams illustrate wo¡st-case scenarios not alr of which may be possible

in all situations due to specific pattems ofconcuÍency.

3.3.2.1 SymbolDescription

In the following figures and text, ,./' indicates that the second process p2

cannot be at the node so marked due to shape constraints on p2. An ,x, indicates

that ifpz is at the node so marked, it is "out ofrange" (i.e. wilr not access any
nodes in common with pf) and therefore cannot affect the nodes accessed by pi..
An 'x' indicates that p2 can¡ot be located at the node so marked due to colour

a From this point fonva¡d ,siblj-ng [x] 'rvill be abb¡eviated as .s [x] ,
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constraints on p2' Fina y, a 'c' indicates that there will be a conflict between

process p1 and p2 if p2's x is at the node marked ,c,. Further, in the following
figures, ifp2 is at a descendant node we have not drawn, there is no conflict
between p1 and p2 because the locar area ofpl does not overlap the local area

of p2.

Finally, in what follows, ,U,stands for,up,, ,D,stands for,down,, ,R,stands

for 'right', and 'L, stands for,left,.
3.3.2,2 The Possible Cases

Each ofthe two processes may be in any ofthe three possible insertion cases,

so there are eleven possible cases to consider. (If p1 is in Case l, then p2 may be
in Case l, Case 2, or Case 3. Similarly, there are three options for p2 when p1- is
in Case 2 and when it is in Case 3, and when p1 is in Case 2 and Case 3, p2 is
searching the tree ). We now consider the nine cases individually.

3.3,2.3 Process Pl is in Casel

Given that the first process (pr.) is in case r (i.e. it is moving back up the tree
re-colouring nodes as necessary but is not doing any sort ofrotation) what
happens when the second process (p2) is in each of the three possible cases must
be considered.

When Process p2 is also in Case I
Since pi. is in Case 1, there are no shape constraints on the subtree where p1

operates. Due to the colour constraints described earlier, p1,s x must be red, its
parent must be red and its uncle must also be red. Since p1 is in case 1, it w l
operate on the node set {x, ptxl , ptptxl 1, s tn txl J } (as determined by
its access constraints). Ifprocess p2 is located at any ofthe positions marked ,c,

in the following figures, there will be a conflict between p1 and p2 because at
least one node is in the node sets ofboth p1 and p2. Another way to view this
situation is that when a process is in case l, it wi exhibit one offour possibre

"access panems,", uR-uR-oR, uL_uR_DR, uR_uL_DL or UL_UL-DL
corresponding to its access constraints and the pracement of its x in the tree. There

5 An "access pattem- simpþ describes the sequence in rvhich nodes will be accessed, ¡elative to node x.This is illust¡ated in Figure 3-22 where the paftðm is UR_UR_DR.
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are four different placements ofpL's x that must be considered. The first possible
placement of p1's x is on the left,,edge,,of the tree. Figure 3_22,Figure 3_23,

Figure 3-24 and Figure 3-25 illustrate this placement and alr four possible access
patterns ofp2 (which is also in Case 1). Figure 3_26, Figure 3_27 andFigure
3-28 show the other possibfe placements when p1 is in Case 1 (p1,s x is an

intemal left child, p1's x is on the left edge of the tree, and p2,s x is an intemal
right child, respectively). Only a single fìgure is provided for each ofthese
placements since the possible access patterns for p2 are, ofcourse, unchanged.

Figure 3-22-Pt and p2 both in case r: first pracement ofpr, first access pattern.
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tr'igure 3-24-Pl and p2 both in case r: first pracement ofpl, third access pattern,

Figure 3-23-P1 and p2 both in case 1: first pracement ofpl, second access pattern.
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Figure 3-25-P1 and p2 both in case 1: first pracement ofpl, fourth access pattern.

Figure 3-26-Pl and p2 both in Case l: second placement ofpt.



Figure 3-27-Pl and p2 both in Case 1: third placement ofpl.

Figure 3-28-Pl and p2 both in Case 1: fourth placement ofpl.

When Process Pl is in Case I and p2 is in Case 2

As before, since process p1 is in Case 1, there is no shape constraint on the
subtree where p1 locates, and p1's x is red, its parent is red and its uncle is also
red. We know p2 will operate only on the node set containing x. p [xJ ,

p[p[x]1, p[plptx] ll, and tefr. [x] or righr [x].Ifprocessp2
(which is now in case 2) is located on the positions marked'c, in the following
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figures, there will be a conflict between p1 and p2, since their node sets will
intersect. There are two access pattems for a process (like pz) that is in Case 2:
DL-UL-UR-DR and DR-UR-UL-DL. Figure 3_29 andFigure 3_30 show these

access pattems for the first possible placement ofp1. Figure 3_31, Figure 3_32,

Figure 3-33, Figure 3-34, Figure 3-35, and Figure 3_36 show the other possible
placements.

Figure 3-29-PI in Case 1, p2 in Case 2: first placement ofpI, lirst access pattern.

plp[x]l

slp[x]l
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Figure 3-30-Pl in case 1, p2 in case 2: fìrst pracement ofpr, second access pattern.

Figure 3-31-Pl in case r, p2 in case 2: second pracement ofpl, first access pattern.
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Figure 3-32-Pl in Case l, p2 in Case 2: second placement ofpl, second access
pattern.

Figure 3-33-Pl in case 1, p2 in case 2: third pracement ofpr, first access pattern.

5l
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Figure 3-34-Pl in Case 1, p2 in Case 2: third placement ofpl, second access
pattern.

Figure 3-35-P1 in case r, p2 in case 2: fourth pracement ofpl, Iirst access pattern,

s[p[x]l
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Figure 3-36-PI in Case 1, p2 in Case 2: fourth placement ofpl, second access
pattern.

When Process Pl is in Case I and p2 is in Case 3

As before, since process p1 is in Case I there is no shape constraint on the

subtree where p1 operates, pJ.'s x is red, its parent is red and its uncle is also red
andpl will operate on rhe node set {x, p txl , p tp txl l, s tp txJ l }.Ifprocess
p2 (which is now in case 3) locates on the positions marked ,c' in the folowing
figures, there will be a confìict between p1 and p2 since their node sets will
intersect. When a process (like pz) is in Case 3, there are two possible access

patterns relative to x's parent: DR-UR-UR and DL_UL_UL. Figure 3_37 shows

these access pattems for the first possible placement ofp1. Figure 3-3g, Figure
3-39, Figure 3-40 and Figure 3-41 show the other possible placements.
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plp[x]l

tr'igure 3-37-Pl in Case 1, p2 in Case 3: first placement of pI, first access pattern.

plplxll

Figure 3'38-Pl in Case l, p2 in Case 3: first placement ofpl, second access pattern,



plplxll

slp[x]l

Figure 3-39-P1 in Case l, p2 in Case 3: second placement ofpl.

p[p[x]l

s[p[x]l

Figure 3-40-Pl in Case l, p2 in Case 3: third placement ofpl.



Figure 3-41-p1 in Case l, p2 in Case 3: fourth placement ofpl.
3.3,2.4 Process Pl is in Case 2

When Process p2 is in Case I
As shown in Figure 3-42,Figwe 3_43, Figure 3_44, andFigure 3-45, p2 is in

Casel. The shape ofthe subtree where p1 operates is,,zigzag,, (as shown in
Figure 3-20). Due to the colour constraints mentioned previously, p1,s x is red,
its parent is red, but its uncre is brack. Due to access constraints, p1 will operate
onthenodeser {x, p txl , ptptxll, ptptplxl ll, and either
left [x] , or ríght [xJ ]. Ifprocess p2 locates on the positions marked ,c,

in Figure 3-42,Figure 3-43, Figure 3-44 and Figure 3_45, there is a conflict
between p1 and p2, because at least one node is in the node sets ofboth p1 and
p2. When p2 is in Case 1, there are four possible access pattems for p2, UR_UR-
DR, UL-UR-DR, UR-UL-DL and UL_UL_DL. Figure 3_46 shows rhe symmetric
situation, and ilrustrates the other possible access pattems for p2 as stated above.
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pþþlxlll

Figure 3-42-Pl in Case 2, p2 in Case l: first placement ofpl, first access pattern.
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ptpþtxlll
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Figure 3-43-Pl in case 2, p2 in case 1: first pracement ofpl, second access pattern,
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Figure 3-44-P1 in Case 2, p2 in Case l: first placement ofpl, third access pattern.

plpþlxlll

Figure 3-45-Pl in Case 2, p2 in Case 1: first placement ofpl, fourth access pattern.
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plpþlxlll

tr'igure 3-46-Pl in Case 2 and p2 in Case l: second placement ofpl.

When Process P2 is in Case 2 (process pl is still in Case 2)
As shown in Figure 3-47 and Figure 3-4g, process p1 is in Case 2. The shape

of the subtree where pr- operates is "zigzag" (shown in Figure 3-20). Due to the
colour constraints mentioned above, pJ.'s x is red, its parent is red, but its uncle is
black. Again, due to access constraints, pr. will operate on the node set {x,
P[xJ, Otptx] l, ptptptxlll. and either tef r. [x] or ríghr lxl ].
Ifprocess p2 locates on the positions marked ,c' in Figure 3_47 andFigure 3_4g,

there is a conflict between p1 and p2, because at least one node is in the node

sets of both pr and p2. When p2 is in Case 2, there are two possible access

pattems for p2, DL-UL-UR-DR and DR-UR_UL_DL. Figure 3_49 shows the
symmetric scenarios, and illushates the other possible access pattems.
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Figure 3-47-Pl in Case 2, p2 in Case 2: first placement ofpl, first access pattern,

ptplp[x]ll

p[plx]l

Figure 3-48-Pl in Case 2, p2 in Case 2: fìrst placement ofpl, second access pattern,



Figure 3-49-Pl in Case 2 and p2 in Case 2: second placement ofpl.

When Process P2 is in Case 3 (process pl is still in Case 2)

As shown in Figure 3-50 and Figure 3-51, process p1 is in Case 2. So the

shape of the subtree where pL operates is,'zigzag,'(as shown in Figure 3_20).

Due to the colour constraints mentioned above, pL's x is red, its parent is red, but
its uncle is black, Again, due to access constraints, pr will operate on the node set

{x, p[*] , ptplxl l, ptptptxll j, and either lefr lxl , or
right [x] ]. IfProcess p2 locates on the positions marked ,c' in Figure 3_50

and Figure 3-51, there is a conflict between p1 and p2, because at least one node
is in the node sets of both p1 and p2. When p2 is in Case 3, there are two
possible access pattems for p2, IIR-UR-DR and UL-UL_DL. Figure 3_52 shows

the symmetric situations, and illustrates the other possible access pattems.
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plp[plx]ll

p[p[x]l

Figure 3-50-Pl in Case 2, p2 in Case 3: lirst placement ofpl, first access pattern.

plplp[x]ll

plplxll

Figure 3-51-Pl in Case 2 and p2 in Case 3: first placement ofpl, second access
pattern.
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Figure 3-52-P1 in Case 2 and p2 in Case 3: second placement ofpl.
3.3.2.5 Process Pl is in Case 3

When Process p2 is in Case I
As shown in Figure 3-53, Figure 3-54, Figure 3_55 and Figure 3_56, process

p1 is in Case 3. The shape ofthe subtree where p1 operates is ,,straight,,(as

shown in Figure 3-21). Due to the colour constraints mentioned earlier, pL,s x is
red, its parent is red, but its uncle is black, Again, due to access constraints, pr-
will operate on the node set {x,p txl , ptptxl l, ptptptxl I l, and

s lxl i. Ifprocess p2 locates on the positions marked'c' in Figure 3-53, Figure
3-54, Figure 3-55 and Figure 3-56, there is a conflict between pL and p2, because

at least one node is in the node sets ofboth p1 and p2. When p2 is in Case l,
there are 4 possible access pattems for pz, UR-UR_DR, UL_UR_DR, UR_UL_DL
and uL-uL-DL. Figure 3-57 shows the symmetric situations, and illustrates the
other access pattems.
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Figure 3-53-P1 in Case 3, p2 in Case I: first placement ofpl, first access pattern,

Figure 3-54-P1 in Case 3 and p2 in Case l: first placement ofpl, second access
pattern.



p[p[p[x]ll

plp[x]l

Figure 3-55-P1 in Case 3 and p2 in Case I: first placement ofpl, third access
pattern.

Figure 3-56-P1 in Case 3 and p2 in Case l: fìrst placement ofpl, fourth access
pattern.



l'igure 3-57-P1 in Case 3 and p2 in Case l: second placement ofpl.

When Process P2 is in Case 2 @rocess pl is stilt in Case 3)

As shown in Figure 3-58 and Figure 3-59 , process pr is in Case 3. The shape

ofthe subtree where p1 operates is,,straight" (as shown in Figure 3_21). Due to
the colour constraints mentioned above, p1,s x is red, its parent is red, but its
uncle is black. Again, due to access constraints, pL will operate on the node set

{x,p[*]. ptptxl l, ptptptxl I l, and s [x] ].Ifprocessp2 tocares on

the positions marked'c' in Figure 3-58 and Figure 3_59, there is a conflict
between pl- and p2, because at least one node is in the node sets of both pL and
p2. When p2 is in Case 2, there are two possible access pattems for p2, DL_UL_
LIR-DR and DR-UR-UL-DL. Figure 3-60 shows the symmehic scenarios, and

illustrates the other access pattems.
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p[plp[x]ll

Figure 3-58-Pl in Case 3, p2 in Case 2: first placement ofpl, first access pattern.



ptptp[x]ll

p[plx]l

Figure 3-59-P1 in case 3, p2 in case 2: fìrst pracement ofpl, second access pattern.

p[p[p[x]ll

Figure 3-60-Pt in Case 3 and p2 in Case2: second placement ofpI.
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When Process P2 is in Case 3 (Process pl is still in Case 3)

As shown in Figure 3-61 and Figure 3-62, process p1 is in Case 3 and the

shape ofthe subtree where p1 operates is "straight". Due to the colour constraints

mentioned above, p1's x is red, its parent is red, and its uncle is black. Again due

to access constraints, p1 will operate on the node set {x, p txJ , p tp txl I .

p tp tp txi I I , and s lxl ]. Ifprocess p2 locates on the positions marked ,c, in
Figure 3-61 and Figure 3-62, there is a conflict between pt- and p2, because at

least one node is in the node sets of both pr- and p2. when p2 is in case 3, there

are two possible access pattems for p2, DR-UR-UR-DR and DL_UL_UL_DL.

Figure 3-63 shows symmetric situations, and illustrates the other access patterns.

Figure 3-61-Pl in Case 3 and p2 in Case 3: firsf
pattern,

placement of p1, Iirst access
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plplptxlll

Figure 3-62-P1 in case 3, p2 in case 3: first pracement ofpr, second access pattern,

plp[p[x]ll

p[p[x]l

Figure 3-63-Pl in Case 3 and p2 in Case 3: second placement ofpl.

When Process Pl is in Case I and process p2 is searching down the Tree



When process pl in Case 1, it only does re-colouring in the local area of
the tree, and it does not change the structure ofthe local area. Thus, when another

process, p2, is searching down the tree to find its insertion point, there is no

conflict between pl and, p2.

When Process Pl is in Case 2 and process p2 is searching down the Tree

As shown in Figure 3-64, process p1 is in Case 2 and another process, p2,
is searching down the tree to find its insertion point. The shape of the subtree

where p1 operates is "zigzag" (as shown in Figure 3-20). Due to the colour

constraints mentioned above, pi.,s x is red, its parent is red, and its uncle is
black, Due to access constraints, p1 will operate on the node set {x, p txl ,

p Ip txl I , p tp tp lxl I I , and lefr [x] ]. If process p2 locates on the

positions marked 'c' in Figure 3-64, there is a conflict between pt and p2,
because the node where p2 is located is in the node set ofp1. There is only one

possible access pattem for p1: DR-UR-UL-DL.

Figure 3-64-Pl in Case 2 and p2 is searching down the tree.

When Process Pl is in Case 3 and Process p2 is searching down the Tree
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As shown in Figure 3-65, Process p1 is in Case 3 and another process, p2, is

searching down tho tree to find its insertion point. The shape ofthe subtree where

p1 operates is "straight" (as shown in Figure 3-21). Due to the colour constraints

mentioned above, p1-'s x is red, its parent is red, and its uncle is black. Again due

to access constraints, pL will operate on the node set {x, p [x] ,

ptptxll, ptptptxlll, and s [x] ].Ifprocess p2 locares on any ofthe
positions marked'c'in Figure 3-65, there is a conflict between p1 and p2,
because the node where p2 is located is in the node set ofp1. There is only one

possible access pattem fo¡ pi.: DR-UR-UR-DR.

Figure 3-65-Pl in Case 3 and p2 is searching down the tree.

pþþlxlll
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4 Performing Goncurrent lnsertions
Any correct concurrent algorithm for inserting into a red-black tree must

provide the same results as a correct nonconcurrent argorithm.. Incorrect
concurrency therefore occurs when concurrent insertions transform the red_black

tree into a state different ffom what it would be ifthose same insertions had been
performed sequentiarly in some order. Any potential sorution to controlling
concurrent insertions in red-black trees must ensure equivalence to a sequence of
serial operations. There are many possible ways in which this sequencing may be

done.

4.1 Concurrentlnsertions
Initially, general ideas for how concunent insert operations might be

controlled are discussed. The detailed sub-operations that must be done to

accomplish an insertion (traversar, re-colouring, and rotations) are discussed later.
In general, concunent insertions could potentially be correctly impremented using
any one ofthe following candidafe approaches. The approach proposed in this
thesis and discussed in detail in the following chapter is presented in Section 4.3.

4.1.1 Simple Locking
A lock on the entire tree could be provided, which each process has to acquire

before performing an insertion operation. This approach is simple and guarantees

equivalence to a sequence ofserial operations (occurring in the order in which the
processes acquire the lock on the red-black tree). Such an approach is, however,

highly undesirable. It provides no concunency ofupdates to the red-black tree

since only one inserting process may hold the lock at a time. Further, this

technique has all the problems associated with lock-based concurrency control
described earlier in this thesis. A technique that does not require locking and

which provides concurrency contror at a much finer revel of granularity than the

6 This forms the basis fo¡ a correctness crite¡ion fo¡ concurrent implementations and is a re-statement ofthe
concept of "serializability" from database theory.
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entire tree is clearly needed. Information from section 3.3 will be used to develop

such a techrique.

4.1.2 A NaiVe Lock-Free Method
The general approach that will be used to overcome the problems associated

with concurrent inseftions is to use lock-free primitives (based on cASn) to allow
only one of the concurrent processes to successfully complete its operation. other
processes trying to concurrently insert nodes whose colours or pointers have

changed since they were last read (due to the operation ofother concunent
processes) must fail. In a naiïe implementation, these processes would be

required to re-read their pointers and retry their operations. Thus, a process that
fails to insert its node wifi have to call the tree traversal algorithm (TRÄVERSE)

again to find a new location for the node to be inserted at and then begin the

insertion all over again. Given appropriate CAS primitives, this approach would

certainly work and provides finer granularity concuffency control (since .

insertions occurring in different parts ofthe tree would not interfere with one

another) and therefore improved concurîency. unfortunately, the cost ofredoing
the entire traversal and insertion is high. This cost would have a negative effect on

overall performance ifthe insertion rate on the tree is high and particularly if the
insertions tend to be localized within the tree.

4.1.3 A Lock-Free Method with Operation Combining
A potentially better method to handle lock-Íìee insertion might be to add

Prakash's [7] concept of "operation combining". The basic idea of this technique

would be that processes "announce" their intention to perform an insertion in a

globally shared data structure before beginning the operation. If the inserting
process can complete its operation it does so and removes the description of its
operation from the shared structure. If it cannot complete the operation, it simply
records the "state" ofthe operation (up to the point where it would block) and exits.

In this approach a later process, before performing its own operation, must perform
any incomplete operations left by other "incomplete" processes. By using this
approach the high cost of re-executing failed insertion operations can be avoided.
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The price paid, however, is significantly increased complexity in the

implementation. It would be nice if this complexity could be avoided without
incuning the extra cost ofre-executing failed insertions.

4.2 Concunent Rotat¡ons and Colour Updates
To determine a better lock-free red-black insertion technique, the specific

problems associated with the sub-operations of concurrent insertion (i.e.

concurrent rotations, colour updates, and tree traversals) must be considered.

Insight gained in this process will be used to develop the algorithm that is

presented at the end of this chapter. In general, the problems with concunent sub-

operations can potentially be solved by using one ofthe following approaches.

4.2.1 NaiVe Application of CASn
Using CAS-type primitives to atomically update the necessary colour fields

and/or pointers in a tree node, it is possible to ensure that only one ofa number of
concurrent processes operating on that node is allowed to successfully complete

its individual operation. other processes trying to concurrently update node

colours or perform rotation operations on nodes whose colours or pointers have

changed since they we¡e last read will fail. unfortunately, this sort of naive

application of cASn is insufficient to guarantee overall correctness. The problem

is illustrated by considering the re-colouring of a tree after two processes, p1 and

p2, have inserted new nodes. The original tree is shown in Figure 4_1.

Figure 4-l -Original tree before concurrent insertion,
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Suppose that a process, pt, inserts a new node A and begins ,,backing up,,the
tree updating colours as shown in Figure 4-2. Another process, p2, then inserts

another new node B and also starts backing up updating colour fields until it finds
its rotation point. When p2 proceeds past pt going up the tree and does its
higher-level colour-updates and rotation operations before p1, a dangerous

situation occurs. The local area where p2 must do its operations (including the

node p2, its parent, grandparent and uncle) partly overlaps the local area where
p1 must do its operations. Both processes are in case 3 of the seriar argorithm
(shown in Figure 3-9). The node x is the parent ofnode y, and the parent ofthe
node x is the grandparent ofthe node y, and the uncle ofy is the sibling of x as

shown in Figure 4-3. The colours of x, y and the parent of x (which is also the
grandparent ofy) are red. If p2 is faster than pj. and passes p1 going up the tree

and does its higher-level colour changes and rotations, p2 may change the colour
of some nodes that are in the local area of pt. Worse, p2 may change the

structure of the local area of p1. When pz completes its re_colouring, p1 may be

in a different local area than before p2 passed it. when pr- compretes its re-

colouring, the tree will not be balanced as shown in Figure 4_4.

Figure 4-2-Pl inserts node Ä and starts backing up the tree.
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Figure 4-3-P2 inserts node B and starts backing up the tree,

Figure 4-4-Process p2 proceeds past pl going up the tree.

Concurrent processes clearly must be prevented iÌom ,,passing,, 
each other to

ensure that the resulting tree will be equivalent to one produced by serial
operations on the tree. Furthermore, this is a general problem not restricted to



insertions alone' The same generar approach can likely be used to handle
concurrency in deletion operations though it will not be discussed in this thesis.

4.2.2 Careful Use of CASn
The passing problem can be overcome using the following approach. When

some process p2 tries to proceed past another process pl going up the tree, p2
must first complete the work of pf d that node. Afterwards, p2 can do its own
work at the node. In this way, p2 and p1 could essentially altemate their steps up
the tree, first p1 then p2. For this approach to work, each process must somehow
be aware ofwhere in the tree other processes are operating. This awareness can be

created by having each process set a flag in the tree node it is visiting. Again, CAS

type operations can be used to effect the necessary local changes in the tree and,
now, can also be used to test and set the flag as required. Unforfunately, there are
some other problems with this method. Figure 4-5 shows a scenario where two
processes are re-colouring tree nodes after their respective insertions. when p2
tries to proceed past pL, it first wants to finish the work of p1. If however, a

third process, p3, attempts to proceed past p2 going up the tree it is required to
finish the work ofp2' This problem extends to many processes so the argorithm
quickly becomes complex and impractical. It is better to simply prevent passing.

Figure 4-5-Sample tree of possible method 2.
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4.3

4.2.3 Operation Combining
Another possible approach to overcoming the passing problem is by

combining operations. Rather than attempting to complete another process, work,
the work of the two processes might be combined. Given that there may be many
processes operating at the same location in the tree, however, this approach would
suffer from the same complexity as the one presented in Section 4.2.2.

Selected Solution Strategy

4.3.1 Goncurrentlnsertions
The main drawback of the naive use ofcAS to handle concunent insertions is

that some processes will have to restart their entire operations again. The
approach that uses operation completion arso has disadvantages. The latency of
each of the processes increases because of the time required to perform the
operations of the other processes. Apart iìom this, the approach may arso result in
wasted parallelism since processes can only read concurrently while updates are

done in a serial manner. one of the design goars for this thesis is to maximize the
concunency of operations on the tree. Moreover, it is very difficult to implement

operation completion. The use of cAS is therefo¡e adopted to avoid the probrems

associated with concunent insertions but this the use ofcAS is done carefully and

at a finer level ofgranularity to improve concuffency.

4.3.2 Goncurrent Rotations and Colour-updates
As discussed previously, it is necessary to ensure that concurrent processes do

not 'þass" one another while backing up the tree re-colouring and, possibly, doing
rotation operations. considering this and the design goal of maximising the
concurrency of operations on the hee, we adopt the following approach, which
uses a flag in each node (as suggested in Section 4.2.2) to prevent passing.

The general idea behind the approach is to set a flag field for each node ofthe
tree that indicates whether or not some process is potentially manipulating the

node. The flag field for each node is initialized to FALSE (which means that no

process is accessing the node). Setting the flag field at a given node ,,protects,' 
a

local area around the node that, for insertion, incrudes the node itself, its parent,
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uncle and grandparent. This protection is accomplished by having processes

check the flags at all nodes their operation may affect. when a process arrives at

some node, it checks if the flag of any node it may modi$, is TRUE. If so, the
process must wait until the flags of all local such nodes become FALSE,
meaning that no other process is operating in that local area. This processing
prevents processes from passing one anotherl

Once all necessary flags are found to be FALSE, the process will set the flags
ofthe nodes it will operate on to TRUE, Only then can it safely release the flags of
the previous nodes it held, which will allow a waiting process to advance. Once
all this is done, the process advances to the new node to perform its necessary

operation(s). This processing continues until the process arrives at the root or
exits having completed all of its processing. Using this approach, some processes

may be delayed but the duration of the delay should be sma since processes are
executing in parallel and should complete operations in a rocal area of the tree
quite quickly.
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5 The Algorithm and lts Correctness

5.1 The Implementation of Red-Black Tree Nodes
Each node in the red-black tree consists of six fierds: a data field, a colour

field, a flag field, and three pointer fields. The structure ofa node is shown in
Figure 5- 1. The three pointer fields point to the leíÌ ch d of the node, to the right
child of the node, and to the parent ofthe node. The flag field is used to indicate

that some process is currently manipulating the node.

Ifa child or the parent ofa node does not exist, the corresponding pointer field
of the node is defined to have the value NrI-.. It is arso assumed that the NrL node

points to itself in all cases. In the implementation of the red-black tree concurrent

insertion algorithm, a sentinel node "nil[T]" is used to represent NrL. This sentinel
simplifies the boundary conditions in the code by a owing us to treat NrL.,s as if
they were nodes ofthe red-black tree. The sentinel nil[T] has the same fields as an

ordinary node in the tree, its colour fierd is bfack, its data and flag fields can be

set to arbitrary values, and all pointers to NIIJ are replaced by pointers to itself.
Note that in the following diagrams, the black sentinel nodes have been omitted to
keep the diagrams simple.

key colour flag left right parent

Figure 5-l-Structure of a red_black tree node.

5.2 General Algorithm Description
An initial function createTree o (Figure 5-4) described in Section 5.4 is

used in advance to create an empty red-black tree prior to any insertion

operations,

Figure 5-2 shows a function call tree of the routines used to implement the
concunent red-black inseftion argorithm. The function rnsert. (key) ip¡ru..
5-6) implements the red-black hee insertion and is called for each node to be

added. It first calls the function Traverse (key) (p¡g¡.. 5-7) to search for the
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insertion point, and then calls the function placeNode (newNode,
insertPoint) (Figure 5-8) to add a new node at the appropriate insertion
point and then finally calls the function rnsert _ Rebalance (x) (Figure 5_9)

to adjust the resulting tree so that it again satisfies the red-black properties.

The fi.¡nction Insert -Rebalance (x) in tum calls the function Update_
Rotation (&x, &caseFlag) (Figure 5_10) to perform any necessary colour
updates and rotation(s). Update - Rotat. ion (&x, acaseFlag) implements
the concurrent colour update of the red-black nodes in CASE I and CASE 3 and
calls the function Lefr-Rotat.ion(z) (Figure 5-11) or Right_
Rotation (x) as needed. The functions Left_Rotat.ion (z) and Right_
Rotation (x) implement the left and right rotation, respectively.

Figure 5-2-The function call tree.

Each of the routines just described acquires flags on all the nodes that it may
modifu to guard against conflicts with other concurrent processes. These flags are

also held between the different routines as required, to prevent incorrect
executions caused by another process changing the tree between the routines.

The cASn primitives (including DCAS) are used for two purposes: to acquire
flags when needed and to change the structure of the tree by changing pointer
values in tree nodes. rdeally, a single "high-degree" cASn operation (one where
the value of 'n' exceeds two) would be used to make all the necessary changes
(both acquiring flags and changing pointers) at the same time. This high degree is
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undesirable, however, since existing machines typically only provide support for
CAS and DCAS in hardware. Thus, sequences of ..low_degree,' 

CAS and DCAS
operations are used instead wherever possible. These sequences must be

generated carefully to ensure that their effect is the same as a singre, higher-

degree CASn operation.

Another complicating factor in the code presented is that pointer dereferences

used in CASn operations (e.g. CAS (oldval_, newval, ptr_+variable))
are potentially dangerous and must therefore, generally, be avoided, This
complication arises because the dereferencing will occur before the cASn is

executed (since the compiler will generate the sequence of dereferencing

operations prior to the cAS or DCAS instruction). As a result, if another process

changes the structure of the tree between the dereferencing and the CAS, the

pointers used may be incorrect. Thus, it is necessary to check that pointers have

not been changed in each CAS or DCAS operation unless the cunent process

holds the flag on the node containing the pointers used in the dereferencing (in
which case, they cannot be changed by another process). In the algorithm, we
explicitly add code to make a copy of a pointer to a node before the cASn. The
pointer dereferencing added by the compiler due to references in the cASn is
added between our explicit copying of the pointer and the cASn. Thus, our
explicit checking in the cASn that the pointer still points to the correct node also

checks that the dereferencing performed by the compiler refers to the cor¡ect
node.

An example of this complication is as shown in Figure 5_7, the pointer

variable savert is used to save a copy of the root (rine 7). when a process calfs

DCAS operation (lines 8 to 9), the pointer dereferencing is added between

savert and the DCAS. Thus, the process must check that the pointer variable

savert has not been changed between the dereferencing and the DCAS by other

processes to guarantee its correctness.

whenever a cASn fails, the code is designed so that the minimum possible

amount of code is re-executed befo¡e the cASn is re-tried. This design maximizes

for effìciency.
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5.3 Global Variable Declarations
The global variables defined in Figure 5-3 point to specific tree nodes of

interest. These nodes include the root node of the tree, the single NrL node, the
parent of the root and its sibling. These variables are referred to in the concurrent

insefion code and are initialised in the function CreateTree O (shown in
Figure 5-4).

5.4 Creating an Empty Red-Black Tree
The function createTree o shown in Figure 5-4 is used to create and

initialize an empty red-black tree with dummy root nodes. It must be called before
any operation is perlormed on the tree. An empty red-black tree consists ofa single
NrL node (the root) and dummy parent and sibling nodes. The dummy nodes above

the root are used to guarantee that the tree has a parent and sibling for the real root
in all cases even when there is rittle or nothing in the tree. These extra nodes

simpliff the code by eriminating the need to check for boundary conditions when
inserting at or near the root.

The process first creates the dummy parent, sibling and NIL nodes (lines 6 to
8) and then initializes the pointer, flag and colour fields ofthese nodes (lines 9 to
22). Each dummy node flag field is set to FALSE (line 15, 16,21) to prevent any
potential deadlock.

// global- varíables pointlng to specific Ëree nodeanode *root,. / / ptr to roõt nodenode *NIL r / / p|r t.o NIIr nodenode *rtParent; // ptr to root.,s parent
node *rtsibling; // pE, to root. " litti.rg

Figure 5-3-Global Tree Node Declarations.

CreateTree O i
/ / "lhis rout.ine ís non-paraflet. It is cafLed
/,/, Eo -creaEe an empty tree (with dummy parent,
/,/, ?!1 sibling nodes before any operaliäns are done.
/ / 'r'nrs ].nc]udes t.he creation of the Nf L node.

rtParent = new node O ;

trl
t2l
t3l
l4l

tu
t2l
I3I
l4l
I5I
t6l
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rtsibling = new node O ,NfL = new node O ;
root =NfL ;
rt.Parent-+parent=NIL ;
rtS ibf ing-+parent=rtparent ;
rt S ibl ing-+r íght =NrI_, ;
rtSibling+left=NIL;
rt.Parent-+lef t=root ;
rt Parent-+right. = rt S ibl ing ;
rtParent-+f lag=FALSE ;
rtSibl ing-+f lag=¡4¡gg.
rt. Parent. -)co 1 ou r =b 1 ac k,.
rt S ibf ing-+co l our=bl ack ,.

NIL-+left=NIL;
NIIJ+right=NIL;
NIL-+parent=rt parent ;
NIL+f lag=FALSE;
Nf ]-J-+co1 our=b 1 ack ;

Figure 5-4-The algorithm CreateTreeQ

The structure resulting from the creation ofan empty red_black

in Figure 5-5.

Í71
t8t
tel

110l

11 1I

112l

f13l

114l

115I

116I

117l

t18l
trsl
120l

12',tl

l22l
t23l

a24l

tree is shown

Figure 5-5-Dummy Nodes in an Empty Red_Black Tree

5.5 Concurrent lnsertion
The algorithm for concurrent insertion into a red-brack tree is shown in Figure

5-6. The function rnsert (key¡ sr11, the function Traverse (key) , 1¡s

function placeNode (newNode, insertpoint) and the function rnsert-
RebaLance (x) in that order. These fl¡nctions implement an ordinary binary
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search tree insertion of a new node and then a re-balancing of the resulting tree

after the insertion ofthe new node.

An inserting process first a ocates and initializes a new node (lines 6 to 12). It
then calls the function Traverse (key) (s¡ervn in Figure 5_7) to find the
correct insertion point (line r7). It then calrs the function praceNode (shown in
Figure 5-8) to place the new node in the tree at the insertion point (line 19). The
process then calls the function Insert _Rebalance (x) (shown in Figure
5-9) to complete any necessary re-colouring and restructuring of the hee after the
insertion (line 24). If the insertion on line l9 fails, the process will retum to line
17 to find a new insertion point and try again until the insertion succeeds or the
retum value of the variable resuft is Firstrnsert (in which case the new

node is being inserted into an empty tree). This looping is implemented using the
repeat...until statement on lines 15 to 26. rf rhe new node is being inserted
into an empty tree, the process does not need to call the function rnsert-
Rebalance (x) to re-color the tree, because the color of the newly inserted

node is set to black (shown in Figure 5-g), the tree is balanced already.

A process may fail to insert a new node due to another insertion being
performed concurrently by another process. Specifically, when a process finds the
insertion point for a given key value and tries to insert the new node, a second

process may try to insert another new node at that same point or perform a

rotation at the insertion point. Ifthe second process is successful, the first p¡ocess

must fail and then search again from the root to find the new insertion point for
the given key value since the key values in the tree may have been changed. This
procedure must be repeated until the process inserts the new node successfully.

Ineert (key) ;
node *newNode;
node * insertpoint ;
enum resuft {Success, Failure, Firstfnsert } ;

/ / create and initialíze the new node
ner^'Node = new node O ;
newNode-+parent = NIL;
newNode-+lef t = NIL.¡;

t11

l2l
t3l
t4I
t5l
t6l
I7I
18l
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nerrNode-+right = NIL;
ner^'Node-)co10ur = RED,.
newNode-+key = key;
newNode-)fLa9 = TRUE;

/ / ínsert. the new node
repeat {

/ / Traverse tïee to find insert.ion point.
ins ert. poínt =Trave rse (key) ;
/ / add new node to tree
resul t=pl aceNode (newNode, insertpoint) :if (result==Success) { '

/ / node was added 'successfulLy 
so make

/ / tree red-b1ack again by Aoíné tfr"// necessary colour updatås and-rãËations
. ïnsert-Rebafance (newNode) ;

.)
J until ((result.==Success) I | (resut t ==rirsr rnsert ) ) ,

Figure 5-6-The algorithm Insert(key).

tel
ITOI

F1l
1121
IT3I
114l
t15l
IT6I
117l
trsl
lrel
t20l
l21l
l22l
[231
Í241
125I
f26l

5.5.1 Tree Traversal
The function Traveïse (key) shown in Figure 5-7 is used to traverse a

red-black tree to find the insertion point for a new node with the given key value.
As each node is being visited during the traversal down the tree, the node,s flag is
held by the traversing process. This flag will ensure that no other concurrent
process can interfere with the searching process. The synchronization primitive
D.AS is used to safely acquire the flag on the next node in the traversal. This
acquiring is done using DCAS to set the next node's flag to TRUE if and only if
the pointer to the next node has not been changed (at lines g-9, 22-23, and,36-37).

The pointer variable savert is explained in section 5.2.

In Traverse (key) , the process first uses the repeat...until loop and

DCAS operation to set the flag at the root where the traversar begins (lines 6 to
10). The process then uses the while loop (at lines l3 to 4g) to find the insertion
point' It begins searching for the insertion point from the root of the red-black
tree. Ifthe root node points to NrL (the tree is empty), the process does not enter

the whíl-e loop and simply retums NIL (since the variable insertpoint is

initially set to NIL (line 2)) ro irs caller, rnserr (key)(line 49). Ifthe variable
x, which initially points to the root (line 12), is not NrL (the tree is not empty and
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the process is not at a leaf node of the tree), and the process finds the given key
value, it first releases the flag at x and then exits on an effor since we cannot

insert a node that already exists in the tree (lines l4 to 17).

Traverse (key) ;node *x; /./. Eraversal point.er t1lnode * insertpoint=Nlr,; / / initial-ly ào insert pointizinode *savert, *saverc, *savelc; 
t3ibool success; I4l

repeat { I t ger ftag on roor ro srarr [:isavert=root ¡ / / save a copy of the root ilj
success=DcAs (FAI-,SE, TRUE, root+f 1ag, t8lsaverL, savert, root) ; tgl) until (success); 

I10l

x = root; // search for inserrion poinr from roor iliiwhífe (x != NIL) { irsjif (key == x-+key) { tr¿l
x-+f f ag = FALSE; .// release flag IfSl

, exit (Error_KeyExi sts ) ; f16llwtinsertPoint = x; tl B¡
if (key < x+key) { / / fol:-ow tefr child poinrer trglif (x+f ef t t=NrL) { // SeL flag on fefr child f20¡

success=CAs (FALSE,TRUE,x-+teft) ; l21lì.f ( lsuccess) { a22l
x-+f 1ag = FALJSE; / / rel-ease flag t23lreturn Faifure; I24lj // end, if ar line 22 I25I

x=x-+f ef t; 126l
insert.Point.-+f f ag = FALSE; t27lI -r-^ tJ E_LÞc I [281

. x=x-+f ef t; t29l
, j- t t pnd. ¡f_ ar._ line 20 I30l) else I / / foll-ow righr child poinrer tgtjif (x-+right I = NrL) { / / get f lag on righr chiJ.d [32tsuccess=CAs(FALSE,TRUE.x_+ríght.); t33lif (! success) { t34j

x-+f lag = FALSE; // release flag t3SIreturn Failure; t36jj / / enð, if ar line 34 I37Ix=x-+right; 
[381

insert.Point-+f f ag = FALSE; t39l) else { - 
I4ol

. x=x-+right; I4f l
., ), // ..1d_ if at. Line 32 þzl

, ), / / _enq .r.r ar -Line 19 t43lJ // end while ar line j.3 t4ill
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return insert.poínt t

Figure 5-7-The algorithm - Traverse(KEy).

At this point, the process has not found the given key value, so it sets the

variable ínsertpoint to point to x (since it may insert under this node) and

then checks if the given key is smaller than the key in x (rines 19 to 30). If the

given key is smaller than the key in x and the left child of x is not NrL (line 20),

the process uses cAS to attempt to acquire the flag of the left child of x. If the

cAS operation fails, it is because another process already holds the flag of the left
child ofx, so the process must release the flag it holds on x and retum Faifure
to its calling function rnsert (key) (lines 22 to 25) so that it can traverse again

to find a new insert point. If the cAS operation succeeds, the process can safely

move down to the left child of x (line 26) and then release the flag at

insertPoint (line 27).If the Ieft child of x is NrL (line 20), the insertion point
has been found. The process does not need to set the flag ofthe teft child ofx but
instead moves directly down to the left child (line 29) which has the effect of
setting insertpoint correctly. When x becomes NIL, the process will exit
from the while loop and retum the insert point (insertpoint) to the calling

function (line 45) which will point to the correct insertion point and the tree

traversal is done. If the given key is bigger than the key in the node x (lines 3r to
43), the processing is symmetric to what was just described - the right child is
followed instead ofthe left child.

On lines 21 and 33, the process uses CAS to acquire the flag at the left or right
chitd of x as it descends the tree. As described earlier, this acquisition is

necessary to prevent interference with other processes doing rotates, etc. If it is
impossible to acquire a nlag at some point (the cAS operation fails), the process

must release the flag it holds at x before it retums to allow any processes waiting
for the flag to continue execution.

Note that on successful completion, the flag at the insertion point continues

to be held by the process for later use by the pfaceNode routine

145I
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5.5.2 Placing a New Node in the Tree
The function placeNode (newNode , insertpoint ) shown in Figure

5-8 is used to place a new node in the tree at the identified insertion point. cAS

and DCAS instructions are used to acquire tree flags and change (,.swing,,)

pointers as needed. First, an if statement is used to check if the tree is empty

(line 5) which requires special-case processing. If the hee is empty, the new node

becomes the root of the tree (lines 5 to r2) and the insertion is done (more detail

on this processing is provided below). Ifthe tree is not empty, the process

acquires the flags ofthe grandparent and uncle ofthe new node (lines r6 to 50)

before inserting the new node into the tree (lines 55 to 63) (again, more detail is

provided below).

When the insert point is NIL (i.e. the tree is empty) (lines 5 to 12),the new
node is inserted as the ¡oot, rtparent is then set to be the parent of the new

root and the new root becomes its left child (lines 7 to 9). Because the flag at the

root (NIL) of an empty tree was acquired in the function Traverse (key) , ¡¡¡g

is safe. Afterwards, the process releases the flags at NrL and newNode (which
'were set in Insert (key)) and retums a status of Firstlnsert to

Insert (key) . The new node,s colour is also set to black (line 6).

PLaceNode (newNode, inEertpoint),
/ / flags on newNode and insertÞoint are heLdbool ok; / / SoE needed flags?
node *uncle, *savep,.

if (insert.Point == NIL.,) { / / tree ís empty
nev/Node-+cof our = black;
newNode -+pa rent = rt parenC,.
rtParent-+Lef t =newNode ;
root =ner^rNode ;
NIL-+f lag=FALSE¡ // release NIL node
newNode-+ffag=FALSE;

- return Firstlnsert;
) else { / / Tine tree is not empty so . . .

ner^'Node-)parent = insertpoint;
/ / seL the flags of the grandparent & uncle
if ( insertpoint.== insertpoint-+parent_+lefE ) {

Ill
t2l
I3I
141

t5l
t6l
Í71

t8l
te¡

110l

a1ll
l't2l
113l

114l
115I

IT6I
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savep= i¡ss¡tpoint-+paren! ¡ // save parent ptr l17luncle=savep+right; 
t18l

ok=CAS (FALSE, TRUE, savep_+f1ag) ; I19¡if (ok) { a2ol
ok=CAS (FAL.,SE, TRUE, uncle_+f tag) ,. Í2ilir(ok){ - 

a22l
ok=DCAS (savep,savep, ínsertpoint_)parent, l2ïl

unc1e, uncle, savep_+right) ; l24lif (tok) { // back of.f t2sl
savep-)f lag=FALSE; t26¡uncÌe-+flag=FAlSE; t27l,l , o,sl

J er-se t t29l
, savep-+f1a9=FALSE; t30l., j / / end if ar line 22 t31l

Ì å"" { / / uncre is 1ef r child nor rishr [331savep=j¡gs¡tPoint-+parenE; // save parent. ptr t34l
uncle=savep-+1eft ; t35¡
ok=CAS ( FA]_.,SE, TRUE, savep-)f lag) ; t36lif (ok) { - 

t37I
ok=CAS (FALSE. TRUE, uncle_+fIag) ; t38Iir (ok) { - 

t3sl
ok=DCAS (savep, savep, insertpoint-+parent , t40¡

uncle,uncle, savep_+f ef t) ,. a41líf (tok) { // back off rlizj
savep->f1ag=FAlSE; I43t
uncle-+f lag=FALSE; a44j'|I [451) et se { t¿ol

, savep-)f 1a9=FALSE; l47l., I // end if at. líne 39 t48lr [491j / / end, if at Ìine 16 ts0lÍf (rok) { ¡sr¡newNode-+parent=FAl,SE; 
t52linsertPoint-+flag=p4¡g¡ ; // release flag t53¡

, return Failure,. / / avoíds deadlock iS¿iI' [ss]if .(newNode-+key < insert point-+key) { 156l/*Insert as feft child */ 
fSZ¡

ins ert Point+f e f t = newNode, ISBI., lef.u,rn, Success; I59lj elset /*Insert as righr chitd */ 
igOiinsert.Point+right = newNode; t61l

ì return Success; t62]r [631/ / end eLse at l-ine 13 t64I
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Figure 5-8-The algorithm - placenode(newNode,insertpoint).

If the tree is not empty (line t3), before the process inserts a new node, it must

first set the flags at the gandparent and uncle of the new node (the flag at its
parent (insertPoint) will have already been acquired in Traverse (key¡¡.
If insertpoint is the left child of its parent, then the uncle of the new node is

set to be the right child (lines l7 to 18). The process first uses cAS to set the flag

of the gandparent of the new node (line I9). If the cAS operation succeeds, the

process uses CAS again to set the flag of the uncle of the new node (line 3g), If
the process fails to set the flag of the uncle of the new node, it must release the

flag of the grandparent (line 47) before aborting. If the flags acquired using the

CAS operations are both acquired successfully, the process then uses DCAS to

verifu that the grandparent and uncle pointers are unchanged (lines 40 to 41) fiom
what they were when the flags were acquired. If either has changed, the process

must release the acquired flags (lines 26 to 27) since they may be held on the

wrong nodes. Otherwise, the flags at the grandparent and uncle of the new node

have truly been acquired successfully. If any ofthe cAS or DCAS operations fails

(the value of ok will be set to FALSE) and the process will set the parent of the

new node to NIL and release the flag at insertpoint and retum Failure to

Insert (key) (lines 51 to 54) causing it to restart the insertion process.

If the parent of the new node (insertpoint) is the right child of its
grandparent, then its uncle is set to be the left child, and the processing done is

symmetric to that just described with the left and right child pointers exchanged

(lines 34 ro 49).

Note that if another process is rotating about the grandparent of the inse¡t

point then it may be possible that although the test at line 16 succeeds, the insert

point is no longer a left child. This is detected at line 21 when the process then

fails to obtain a flag on the uncle, which, due to the rotation is now the insert

point. This results in the cAS failing and the insertion being restarted. Similarly,

if the test at line 16 fails, a rotation may cause the insert point to no longer be a

right child and this will cause a failure of the cAS at line 3g and restarting of the

insertion process.
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Finally, at lines 57 and 60, the new node is physically inserted as the left (or

right) child of the insertion point. This physical insertion is safe because we hold

the flags on both insertpoínt and its parent so that no other process can

interfere with the insertion.

Note the flags at the new node, its parent, gandparent and uncle continue to

be held by the process so they can be used by the rnse rr- rebar-ance routine.

5.5.3 Rebalancing the Red-Black Tree After an lnsertion
The correct insertion of nodes into red-black trees consists of two parts: the

physical insertion of the new node as a leaf node in the tree (which has just been

described) and the re-balancing of the tree after this insertion. The re-balancing is

necessary since an insertion without re-balancing may result in a tree that violates

one or more ofthe red-black properties. To concurrently re-balance a hee after an

insertion, cAS and DCAS operations are used to acquire the flags of nodes

needed as the process works its way up the tree, re-colouring nodes and/or

performing rotate operations. The acquisition of these flags guards against

inconsistencies due to processes passing one another.T

Ir¡sert-Rebalance (x) :
// _we lnold ffags on x, p(x), p(p(x) ) c uncfe(x)node *oldx,. / / poinius to previous xnode *unc1e, *olduncle;
node *savep, * savegp;
node *brother;
node *nephew;
boof ok;
bool updateSucceeds; / / Update-Rotation succeeded?enum caseFlag {uool, oro_cÀsnt , oro_casn: } ;
caseFlag = NOOP; // iniLíal-ly not. doing any case
/ / define uncfe for firsc ítãracion
if (x-+parent==x-+parenL-+parent-+lef t ) {
, uncfe=x-+parent--)parent-+right ;
] else | / / uncle is left child not righr
. unc 1e =x-)parent-)parent+1e f t;
]

while ((x != root) && (x-+parent-+colour == RED) ) {/ / do colour-update and/or rotation as required'
repeaE. t

t1l
l2l
t3l
14I

f5l
t6l
17l
18I

tel
110¡
t11l
112l

t13l

l't41
trsl
t16¡
trTl
t18¡
tl el
1201
l21l

7 The problems associated rvith not guarding nodes during re-balancing were discussed in chapter 3.
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. updatesucceeds = Update - Rot.at' ion (x, caseFlag) ; 122!) until (updateSucceeis ) tíj}l
/ / IASE 1_:move t.o grandparent after cofourupd.." [;Íiif (caserla9 == DIÐ_CASÈI) { izoioldx = x; - /./. save' pointer to the ola x jZZi

ol-duncfe = uncle; // save þtr to o1d uncle iZAix =x-)pa.rent-)parent; // up to grandparent t29lrepeat { / / t¡na new unclê of i' and-ger ffags ieoiif (x-+parent == x-)parent-)parent_)left ) { t31l
savep=x-+parent ' t32lsavegp=savep-)parent; I33l
uncle = savegp-+ri.ght; f34l
ok=CAS (FALSE.TRUE, savep-+flag) ; [3SJir (ok) { - 

t36l
ok=CAS (FALSE, TRUE, savegp_+ftag) ; lgTlif (ok) t - 

t3BI
ok=CAS (FALSE, TRUE. uncle_)ffag) ; t39lir (ok) { t4oj

ok=DCAS (savep, savep, x_+parent, l41j

lr toxï"lugp' 
savegp' savep-)parent' 

''rî3'I
ok=CAS (unc1e, uncfe. savegp_+righE) ; t44l).-r45iir (rok) { i¿oj
savep-+ffag=FAlSE; 1471
savegp-+f lag=FAIJSE; t4BI
uncfe-+ffag=FAlSE; t49l) tsolI ^r-^ fJ crÞc I [srlsavep-+flag=FAlSE; l'2l

. savegp-)f1ag=p4¡g¡- t53l
, j_ / / end íf aa líne 40 ts4li e-Lse t fsol
. savep-+f1a9=FALSE; t56lI t t end if at fine 38 IszIì-

1 r_ . t58Ij erse t tsgl
savep=x-+parent ' t60Isavegp=savep-+parent; t6r]
uncfe = savegp-+Ieft; a62t
ok=CAS (FAIJSE,TRUE. savep-+f lag) ; t63lir (ok) { - 

t64l
ok=CAS (FALSE, TRUE, savegp+f Ìag) ; t65lif (ok) { - 

f66l
ok=CAS (FALSE, TRUE , unc Ie_->f lag ) ; t67lif (ok) { - 

168¡
ok=DcAS (savep, savep, x_+parent., t69l
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ir tokï"l"gp' 
savegp' savep-+parent' 

'[Îl
, 

ok=ceg (uncLe,uncIe, savegp-+lefL) ¡ l72l

ír (ror) { lillsavep-+ffag=FAlSE; tTSt
savegp-+f lag=FALSE; t76l

, uncle-+f 1a9=FAL.,SE; t77l| , l78l) else { gs¡
savep-+fLag=FAlSE; 

tBO¡savegp-+flag=FAlsE; IBll
., I-// end if at' line 6s t82lj el se i iasi
. savep-+f1a9=FALSE; tg4l., I / / end if ãr 1ine 66 tB5¡

, / t86l, t t87lj until (oX¡ , ¡ ¡ repeat ar. line 30 tgBI

// Release o1d flass for cASE j. of atsorirhm [33ioldx-+parent-+f lag = FALSE; tgilolduncle-+f La9 = FAI.,SE; t92l
. of dx-+f 1a9 = FALSE; t93lì . [e4l// in case 3 loon wíl] exiL: parent will be ¡facx iéiij / / end while ar iine rg t96l

:Yi!'l^1:"'9Tr"gl { Ëficase NOOP: // reJ-ease pre-alfocated flags lggix-+parent-+parent-)f 1ag=FAI¡SE; 
11001

x-+parent-+f J.ag=p¡¡g¡ - Il Orl
unc le-+f 1a9=FAT..,SE; úOZlx-+flag=FALSE; 

t103Ibreak; 
I104icase DID_CASE1,: / / release last set of old flags ifOSix-+parent-+parent-+f lag = FALSE; IlO6lx-+parent-)f lag = P4¡5¡ ì Í1071uncle-+ffag = FALSE; I10BI

x-+f lag = FALSE; 
t1091break; trloicase DID_CASE3:. // release flags on ROTATED x, etc. ftttjif (x == x-)parenr-+Lefc ) { fl121brother = x-+parent._+right; If 13t

ì lenhe.w = x-)parent-+right+right ; l,l14lJ else t t1151brother = x-)parenc_+l eft ; I1f6l
nephew = x-)parent-+1ef t-+lef t.; Í,1171
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)
x-)parent-+f 1ag = ¡'¡¡gg .

brother-+ffa9 = FAL.,SE;
nephew-+f1ag = FALSE;
x-+f lag = FALSE;
break;

J / / er¡d switch at line 9g
root-)colour = black;

t1181

t1r el

11201

11211

11221
41231
11241

41261

Figure 5-9-The algorithm Insert-Rebalance(x).

In the function Insert -Rebalance (x) (Figure 5_9), the code first
defines the uncle of x for the first iteration (lines 13 to r7), and then uses a

while loop to backtrack up the tree from the insertion point towards the root.

This is the fundamental processing performed by f nsert -Rebaf ance (x) .

During this processing, a process first checks that the current node is not the root

ofthe tree and that the colour of its parent is Ruo (tine l9). Ifthese conditions are

true, the process uses a repeat loop to repeatedly call Update_Rotation
(Figure 5-10) (which either updates node colours in CASE 1 or performs

rotation(s) in GASE 2 andJor CASE 3) until it succeeds (lines 21 to 23). Because

the flags on x, its parent, grandparent and uncle have already been acquired, the

process does not need to explicitly acquire these flags before beginning. If the

retum value (caseFlag) from Update - Rot.at ion is DID_CASE1
(indicating GASE I processing was performed). then the process saves the value

ofx in oldx (line 27), and uncfe in ofduncfe (line 2g), and then continues

backtracking up the tree to x's grandparent (line 29). It uses the repeat
statement (lines 30 to 88) to acquire the flags around the new local area ofthe tree

where the process is located (this includes the parent of x, its grandparent and

uncle). To improve the performance of the algorithm, the process calls four cASs

and one DCAS instructions to replace one cAS6 instruction in the same parameter

order as CAs6 (the parent ofx, its grandparent and uncle). To do this safely, the

process first saves pointers to the parent of x, its grandparent and uncle into the

pointer variables savep, savegp, and uncle (lines 32 to 34). It then uses a

cAS operation to acquire the flag of the parent ofx (line 35). Ifthe cAS operation

succeeds, the process uses another CAS operation to acquire the flag of the
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grandparent ofx (line 38). Ifthe process fails to set the flag at the grandparent of
x, it releases the flag of the parent (line 56). If the flags of the parent and
grandparent of x are both set successfully, the process continues to use another

cAS operation to acquire the flag ofthe uncle ofx. If this cAS operation fails, the

process releases the flags on the parent and grandparent of x (lines 52 to 53). If
all three flags are acquired successfully, the process uses a DCAS operation to

verifl, that the parent and grandparent of x are unchanged (lines 4l to 42). If
either the parent or grandparent has changed, the process releases all the acquired

fìags (lines 47 Io 49). If the parent of x and its grandparent were unchanged, the
process then checks to see if the uncle ofx was unchanged (line 44). If the uncle

of x has changed, the process again must release all the flags (lines 47 to 49).

Otherwise, the flags at the parent of x, its grandparent and uncle have all been

successfully acquired. (Note that it is safe to check the pointer to the uncle
separately because the preceding DCAS has arready verified that the pointer to the
grandparent, which is used in the check, is unchanged).

If the parent of x is the right child of its grandparent (instead ofthe left), then
its uncle is the left child of its grandparent, and the processing done (lines 60 to
86) is symmetric to that which was just described (lines 32 to 5g).

Ifany of CAS and ÐCAS instructions fails due to other processes doing rotates

in the same area of the tree, the repeat statement will continue to re-execute

these instructions until they succeed. since the process was in CASE r of the
serìal algorithm, once the process succeeds in allocating the new flags at the
grandparent, it releases the flags in its previous local region (oldx, its parent and

olduncle) (lines 9l to 93).

CASE 1 processing continues until the whì.Ie loop condition becomes

FAI-,SE which indicates that the process has finished its re-colouring. The process

is then either at the root of the tree or the colour ofthe parent ofx is no longer red
(indicating that backtracking up the tree is now comprete, possibly following any
necessary rotation(s) which would have finished with cASE 3 processing). At this
point, the process needs to release any flags that it still holds. It first checks the
value of caseFlag to determine which case was performed and, hence, which
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set of flags it must rerease. Releasing the flags is done by the switch statement

at lines 98 to 124. Ifcaserlag isNoop", the process never executed the body
of the whil-e loop so it simply releases the flags on x, its parent, grandparent and

uncle (lines 100 to 103) which were held when rnsert -Rebalance was
invoked. If caseFlag is D'D-.ASE1 , the process finished with a CASE r, so

it releases the flags ofx, its parent, grandparent and uncle (lines 106 to 109), If
caseFlag is DID_CASE3 (the process returns successfully from CASE 3 and
possibly, a previous CASE 2), the process must release the flags of x, its parent,

brother and nephew (lines 119 to 122).

5.5.4 Concurrent Local Colour Update and/or Rotation(s)
The routine Update-Rotation (çx, ocaseFlag) shown in Figure 5_10

performs the CASE r, 2 and 3 processing from the serial red-black tree insertion
algorithm described in cormen, Leiserson and Rivest [5]. This processing ís

accomplished with the help ofseparate routines for performing the rotations.

Again, cASn primitives are used to ensure consistency ofthe tree and correctness

of the concunent implementation.

In CASE I ofthe serial algorithm (lines 9 to 15), the process updates the

colours ofthe nodes as needed (line 1l to 13). It then sets the parameter

caseFlag to DID_CASEI- (line t4) and retums TRUE (line 15) to tnsert_
Rebalance (x) to indicate that it has successfully done the re_colouring.

In GASE 2 (lines 17 to 25), the process saves x to the variable oldx (line rg),
x is made to point to its parent (line l9), and then the function Left_
Rotation (x) is calred to do the needed left-rotation at x (line 20).e If the left-
¡otation succeeds, the process enters GASE 3 of the seriar algorithm. otherwise,
the process resets x to point to oldx and retums FALSE to its ca ing function
Insert -Rebalance (x) (lines 21 to 24) which will re_invoke Update_

6 The variable caseFlag stores the retum value Íìom UpdaEe_RotaLion O. caseFlag isinitialized to Noop to detect the case rvhen insertion d'oes not cause any ¡ed-black property
violations so no processing rvill be done in fns ert _ Reba l ance ( ) .

e The symmetric case.(where a ¡ight rotation rvould be needed) is obvious and therefore not sho\ïî butwould be provided in the else clause at line 46 in the algo thm.
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Rotat.ion (&x, &caseFlag) to attempt the left_rotation again. Because the

flags at x, its parent, grandparent and uncle are all still held, other processes

cannot change the structure of the nodes between the calls. other processes can,

however, change the left child of x since no flag is held for it. Thus, the ¡otation

can, in fact, fail and need to be redone (asjust described),

u?date -Rotation (&x, &caseFi.ag) :
// -we hrol'd flags on x, p(x) I p(p(x)) & uncl-e(x) t1llodg *xUncfe; 

IZIbool OK;
node *oidx. *ggp; // sgp is grear -grandparenr lli

t5lif ,(¡-+parent. == x-)parent-+parent-+Ief t ) { iri/ / E}le parent is a fefr. chíld l7lxUncle = x-)parent-+parent.-+right; 
tBIif (xUncle-+colour == RED) { tS¡/ / CASE 1 in [CLR] - re-colouring t10lx-)parent-+cofour = BLACK; It 1l

xUncle-+colour = BLACK,. a12lx-+parent-)parent-+cofour = RED; ff3lca¡e Fl ag_ 
_=__DID_CASE 1 ì y4l

, -ltu'," IIU¡, jlsj

' 
else \ // roEauion (s) will be needed ifOiif !x == x-+parenr -+ríghr ) { / / cesn 2 in tcr..,Rl irTtoldx=x; // save ofd x in case rotate fails if8ix = x-+parenL; IlglOK = I_Jef t -Rotate (x) ; f,r}!if(toK){ . [211x=ol-dx; / / undo change to x t22jreturn FALSE ; tz3¡jìì a24lr Í251/./. h :ASE 3, if- r,he righr-rorarion faits, itãi/ / cnsa 3 faifs but the algorithm stilt wårks 'fr;i
/,/, because _the- process wiIÍ return FALSE to tzei// Insert - Rebalance, and Inser! _Rebalance wiff iegi// caJ-I. Updare - Rorar ion again ro complete CesnS iãóirepeat { / / get great grañdparenu s il"g iãiiggp=x-+parent-+parent_+parent; 

I32l
oK=DCAS (FAr.,SE. TRUE, ggp-+f lag, I33l

, ggp¡ ggp/ x_+parent_)parent._+parent ) ; [341) unt.il (oK) ; - 
t35l

OK = çin¡¡ -Rotat.e (x-+parent.-+parent. ) ; 136lif (toK) { t37IggP+f 1ag = FALSE;
return FALSE;

I ^i-^ I

x-)parent-)colour = BLACK;

t38l
I39I
t40I
t41l
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x-+parent.-+right-+col-our =nED; / / f ormer c. p.
caseFlag = DID_CASE3;
ggp-+f lag = FALSE;

. return TRUE;
I

l
) e'f se // symmetric t.o then clause at l-j.ne 7

Figure 5-10 -The algorithm Update-Rotation(&x,&caseFlag).

l42l
t43l
1441

t45l
146l
a47l
148l

on lines 31 to 46, the process is doing CASE 3 processing. The process first
uses the DCAS in the repeat statement to guarantee that the flag at the great-

grandparent of x is acquired successfully (lines 3 r to 35). The process then calls

the function Right-Rotate to do a right-rotation at the grandparent of x (line

36). If the right-rotation succeeds, the process updates the colours of the parent of
x and its sibling, sets the variabre caseFlag to DfD_cAsE3, releases the flag at

the $eat grandparent of x, and then retums TRUE to Insert_
Rebalance (x)(lines 41 to 45).Ifthe right-rotate at the grandparent ofx fails,

the process releases the flag at the great-grandparent of x then retums EALSE to

fnsert-Rebalance (x) and, again, Insert _Rebafance (x) will re_call

update -Rotat.ion. Because the structure of the local area where the process

is operating (including x, its parent, grandparent and uncle) cannot change

because flags are held, the process will enter CASE 3 immediately when

Updat e - Rot at i on ( ) is re-invoked and will ¡edo the right_rotation.

5.5.5 Concurrent Left Rotation
The algorithm that implements a concurrent left-rotation operation is shown in

Figure 5-11. The code for a right-rotation is not shown (it is, ofcourse, symmetric
to the left-rotation code). It is in the rotation code that the only high-degree cASn
operation is required. A three-argument compare & swap (cAS3) operation

is needed because insufficient flags are held on entry to each rotate routine to
guarantee correctness. specifically, the rotate routines must concurrently change

two pointers to effect the rotate at the same time that the validity of one of the
pointers is ensured.

In L,eft -Rotate, the process first checks if the node z (about which the

rotate will occur) is the root of the tree. rf z is the root of the tree (as judged by
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the fact that the node rtparent is z,s parent) (line 6), then special processing is

required.

L,eft-Rotate (z) :
/ / z ís the root of the rotation subtree. The locks I1l// };.eld at this point are i z, z-)parent, & z_+ïight iZlbool OK;
node *zrr, *zr ¡ t3I

a4l

if (z-+parenr == rrparent) { [l/ / rotating at the root atlzrl=z-+r íg]nt-+Ie f t; t8lzT=z-)rig}:'L; 
I9l

OK=CAS3 (z-+righr, zrl , z-+rig:h|, tlotz-+righL, z, zrl-->parenE, If Uzrl ,zrl , z-+right_+1ef t.) ; l12lir (oK) { - 
-. 

t13l// update other links
.ooL = zrì L r-L''r'rr 

llåirt'Parent-)1eft=¡66¡ - 
t16lroot-)parent =rtparent ; f7lz-+parent=root. , Ifgl

I root-+l efL=z ì f19l
I Jr.^ r l2o!

l21l/ / roEaluíng under t.he root (parent, etc. exist.) 'tZri
if .(z ==. z-+parent-)l ef t ) { V3l/ / z is lefr child ;.4l

zrl=z+r:íg]nE-+l ef t; t2SIzr=z-+¡.ígh¡Ei p6l
OK=CAS3 (z-+right, zrl , z_+rigin:-, l2llz-+right, z, zrl--+parerLL, t28l
. ?rI ,zr\ ,z-+ríght+left) ; l2S!if (oK) { t3ol// update other finks i3f¡z-+parent-+l ef E=zr ì t32lz-+right-+parent=z-+parent; 

I33lz-+parent=zr; 
t34l

ì z-+right-)Lef t=z, t35¡
I ^.,r-^ f [361

[371/ / z is righr child t3BI
z rl = z-+right-+ 1e f t; t39l
zr=z-)rig}:LL ì I40l
OK=CAS3 (z-+ríght, zrl , z-+righL, t41lz-+right, z, zrT_)parenL, Í4Zlzrl ,zrl , z_+right_+1eft); I43l



if (oK) {
/ / update other links
z-+parent-)r íg]nL=zr ¡
z-+right-+parent= z_)païent ;
z-)parerlE=zt ì

. z-+right.-+Ief L=z ì
Ì

I
)'
return OK;

F igure 5-l 1-The âlgorithm_Left_Rotation(z).

144l
145I

t46l

4471

t48l

[4s]
t50l
t51l
Is2l
t53l

If the relevant grandchild of z exists, the Left._RotaEe code uses a CAS3

operation to update the right child of z to point to the relevant grandchild and the

parent of the relevant grandchild to point to z, assuming that the relevant
grandchild has not changed (rines I9 to 21). If the cAS3 operation succeeds (oK
is TRUE), the process then updates the other links (lines 22 to 29) needed to
complete the rotation (oK will already be set to TRUE). If the cAS3 fails (ox is

FALSE) due to another process modifuing the tree, the process will retum FALSE

to Update-Rotation O, which will re_invoke Left_Rotate O again until
it succeeds. A tree showing this scenario is illustrated in Figure 5_12.

Figure 5-12-z is root and the left chitd ofy is not empty.

If z is not the root of the tree, there are two situations to consider: z is the left
child of its parent (line 33) or rhe right child of its parent (line 57). If z is the left
child of its parent, the process first uses a CAS3 operation to update the right
child of z to point to the relevant grandchild and the parent of the ¡elevant
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$andchild to point to z, assuming that the relevant grandchild is unchanged (lines

46 lo 48). If the CAS3 operation succeeds (OK is TRUE), the process updates the

other links needed to complete the rotation (lines 5l to 54). otherwise, FALSE

will, again, be retumed to Update-Rotation O so it can re-invoke Left_
Rotate ( ) . A tree showing the scenario where the relevant grandchild exists is

shown in Figure 5- 13.

The case where z is the right child of its parent is symmetric and the code

implementing the rotation in this case is at lines 55 to 7g.

Figure 5-13-z is a non-root node and the left child ofy is not empty.
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6 Conclusions and Future Work

6.1 Gonclusions
The red-black tree is a complicated data structure. The serial algorithms for the

red-black tree operations are certainly more complex than the algorithms simpler

data strucfures such as queues and lists. Accordingly, the lock-free concurrent

insertion algorithm for red-black trees presented in this thesis is significantly more

complex than corresponding lock-free concunent algorithms for lists and queues.

The heart of this complexity is the need to change multiple fields in the data

structure atomically.

In this thesis, we present algorithms for operations on red-black trees that have

concurrent processes manipulating them without the use of mutual exclusion. The

algorithms designed include traversal of the red-black tree, insertion of nodes into
the tree and the related re-balancing of the tree after insertion. The compare &
Swap (CAS), Double Compare & Swap (DCAS), and Compare & Swap 3 (CAS3)

synchronization primitives are used to implement the algorithms. The algorithms
presented in this thesis are, to the best of my knowledge, the first to address

efficient lock-Íìee operations on complex data structures generally and are certainly
the first for Red-BIack trees. Contributions ofthe thesis include:

A. A lock-free concurrent insertion algorithm for red-black trees that supports

a high degree of concurrency by allowing concunent read and writes

operations by multiple processes accessing the tree.

B. A compatible lock-f¡ee concurrent traversar argorithm for red-black trees.

c. A general technique, setting a flag fierd in data structure nodes to control

nearby concurrency, that should be applicable to other complex data

structures and which helps to simplifu the complexity of lock_free

concurrent algorithms.

D. An in-depth case analysis þrovided in Section 3.3.2) of concurrent

operations in Red-Black trees that should be useful to people doing

additional research on concurrent algorithms for red-black hees.



6.2 Future Work
In this thesis, shape, colour, and access constraints were considered in the

development of the concurrent insertion algorithm. It may be possible to relax the

access constraints in certain scenarios based on conditions imposed by other

constraints in future research work. This work could lead to more efficient
algorithms.

The chief disappointment with the algorithms presented in this thesis is the

need for the use of cAs3 operations to implement the rotations. conventional
hardware provides only cas and DCAS operations so the requirement for cAS3
may limit the practical applicability of the algorithms developed.r0 This suggests

another area for possible future work - a redesign of the presented algorithms in an

attempt to eliminate the need for cAs3 primitives. This redesign might be done by
somehow acquiring a flag on the relevant grandchild of the rotation point prior to
invoking any rotation algorithm.

Another aspect of possible future work would be to consider the
implementation of a concurrent deletion algorithm for red-black trees. compared to
the concurrent insertion algorithm, the concurrent deletion algorithm may,

however, prove to be more complicated. In addition to having to deal with
interactions with existing insertion and traversal algorithms, which will add

complexity, the scope of activity during a deletion may be larger than during an

insertion (i.e. more nodes may have to be operated on).

Finally, an implementation of the algorithms on real hardware and a

performance analysis using a suite of real applications to accurately assess the

benefits, liabilities and performance of the proposed technique would be well worth
doing in the future.

r0 Though it does not, ofcourse, tak€ away fiom the theoretical significance ofthe ¡esults.
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